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PREAMBLE
ARTS AND CREATIVITY EXHIBITION (ACE2018)

Write & Illustrate Competition
Theme:
“A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever:
Showcasing Malaysian Heritage”

The Malaysian Invention and Design Society (MINDS), founded in 1986, is the largest body in the country representing individuals,
universities and companies who pursue excellence in invention, creativity, innovation, research and development, and industrial design.
Responsible for promoting high standards of invention and design, MINDS aims to foster professionalism and encourage continuing
professional development among its members. Its flagship, the International Invention, Innovation and Technology Exhibition (ITEX),
has become an international platform for local and international inventors as well as research scientists to not only exhibit their
inventions and innovations to the business community but also to commercialize their unique inventions.
With wealth and knowledge creation through innovation as the key national agenda to transforming the nation, the importance of
developing creative thinking has become more pertinent and crucial. As such, MINDS is interested to explore other means of inculcating
creativity and subsequently, innovation, i.e., through the Arts.
Thus, was born the Art and Creativity Exhibition (ACE) in 2015. ACE2018 is in its third year.
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ACE2018 PROGRAMME
5 August 2017, UCSI
1. Talks (45 minutes each)
 MC: Dr Tan Swee Lian
 “Fables” by Mr Alex Tan Bok Hooi
 “Malaysian history” by Prof. Emeritus Tan Sri Dr Khoo Kay Kim
 “Artificial intelligence” by Assoc. Prof Dr. Neoh Siew Chin
2. Workshops (2 hours each)
Creative writing (concurrent):

Primary students (Facilitator: Ms Shana Sanusi)

Secondary students (Facilitator: Prof Dr Mohamad Tajuddin b. Haji Mohamad Rasdi

Tertiary students (Facilitator: Ms Natasha Hishamudin)
Illustration (concurrent):




Primary students (Facilitator: Ms Fu Yen Huei)
Secondary students (Facilitator: Mr James Ly)
Tertiary students (Facilitator: Ms Amy Ng)

25 January 2018
3. Deadline for submission of entries
1 February to 9 March 2018
4. Judging of entries
5. Decision on Shortlisted and Winning Entries

10-12 May 2018
6. ACE2018 Exhibition (in conjunction with ITEX
2018)
11 May 2018
7. Prize-giving ceremony
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ACE2018 JUDGING PANEL
Primary category
Writing

Tertiary category
Dr Grace Lim
Dr Zachary Roland
Dr Tan Swee Lian

Illustration

Dr Zachary Rol
Mr Augustine Wong
Dr Stephen Poon

Secondary category
Writing

Ms Khoo Guek Huah
Ms Khoo Guek Huah
Dr Grace Lim
Dr Zachary Roland
Ms Linda Thomas
Mr Henry Fu
Dr Tan Swee Lian

Illustration

Ms Khoo Guek Huah
Ms Liong Mei Yin
Mr Augustine Wong
Dr Stephen Poon

Writing
Dr Grace Lim
Dr Zachary Roland
Dr Tan Swee Lian
Illustration

Ms Liong Mei Yin
Dr Zachary Roland
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ORGANISING COMMITTEE
Chairman

Academician Emeritus Professor Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Augustine S.H. Ong

Committee

Prof Dr Lee Chien Sing
Dr Neoh Siew Chin
Dr Stephen Poon
Dr John Tan
Dr Tan Swee Lian

Co-organiser committee of Faculty of Arts Department of Art & Design, Sunway
University
Mr Augustine Wong Chung Howe

Secretariat

Ms Kendra Lam
Dong Siew Feng
Ms Danielle Tan
Ms Chrys Tee
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FOREWORD
Diverse efforts at inculcating interest in Science and innovation have long come from Science-based
disciplines. However, with technological advancements permeating every aspect of our lives and lifestyles,
the trend has shifted to more human-centred approaches, which take into account diverse disciplines,
including the Arts. Hence, STEM has extended to include STEAM. Many successes have often been
reported in various parts of the world with regards to STEAM, but less in Malaysia.
The Malaysian Invention and Design Society (MINDS) views STEAM as a viable means for promoting
STEM and Art, hence, the Art and Creativity (ACE) exhibition. ACE’s aims are two-pronged: to improve
English proficiency and to further develop creativity. MINDS views English as a medium for communicating
and expressing creativity, similar to how models and prototypes communicate and express Science
concepts.
In this third year of ACE, we held workshops for school teachers to encourage them and their students to explore creative
possibilities in multiple ways. We are proud that these workshops were successful, with greater participation and improved quality
of stories and illustrations from schools at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels.
Parallel to ACE, the Malaysian Toray Foundation encourages and awards creative teaching of STEM every year. It is hoped that
each community, Science and Arts, will contribute towards the development of creativity, its own discipline and STEM.
As we celebrate Malaysia’s 61st Independence day and Malaysia Day, we ponder, what will the future hold for our younger
generation? Will these initiatives help our students to become more creative scientists and innovators, more aware of diverse
factors? We hope that parents, teachers and students themselves will see the difference. We have sown the seed for further growth
in partnership with diverse stakeholders, i.e., teachers, students and industry sponsors. We thank them for their partnership and
look towards greater heights and broader horizons.

Thank you
Chairman of ACE 2018

PRIMARY
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Then there was Sukania. Sukania was born in Malaysia but her
ancestors were from India. She was afraid that I would peck on her
every time she fed me. Shahid taught her how to pet me softly and
soon enough she was not afraid of me. I was thrilled by the ring of
her laughter every time I hopped onto her shoulder!
Sukania’s best friend was Yi Ling. She was very gentle and
preferred to feed me figs. I enjoyed watching them play
‘guli,’‘gasing’ and ‘batu seremban’ excitedly while their families
enjoyed the local dishes and each other’s company as well.
As I flew back home, I noticed little Mittu, son of a nelayan flying
his ‘wau.’ I tried to race with his ‘wau’ across the marmalade sky
and as he waved goodbye, I let out a shrill cry to let him know I
noticed him. I returned home happy and content that I belong to
this rich, diverse and peaceful ‘SYURGA DI BUMI…..’

SYURGA DI BUMI
PARADISE ON EARTH
MAZ International School
Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.
Pratheeksha Nishanth P.
Hi. I am “Sang Enggang,” I’m a hornbill. I live in Malaysia and I’m
very proud of my home. Malaysia is very beautiful and is full of
delicious food. Not only food but also the smell of beautiful flowers.
I share my home with the red bright Hibiscus and the rare and
mysterious Rafflesia. I love to watch the crystal blue water in the
stream flowing down the cliffs of its tropical rainforest. After I fly
over Pangkor island, I stop at my favourite ‘pisang goreng’ stall. I
meet all my friends and we are fed by the friendly tourists who are
enjoying ‘ais kacang’ and ‘teh tarik.’
On one of my previous visits, I met many families from all over
Malaysia. The first family I met was a Malay,with their son Shahid.
He was thrilled to see me in close-up and fed me pisang goreng as
much as he could. He called me ‘Ali’ and I felt as if we were
brothers. His two friends from school had also come with him
accompanied by their parents.
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down, and thought it out well. Firstly, he requested that onef his
brothers, Ramawi should come with him. Chiveko chose him and
him only, because he was smart and reliable. During the night, one
of the citizens of the “Batu Caves” was awoken by the sound of
something that seemed to be a boar and a tiger having discussions
near their cave, as if they were planning a sinister attack! That
monkey fearfully picked up two rough rocks, one about half the size
of his head and the other about the size of his fist. This monkey
was executing a potential suicide mission! He climbed and crept
inside and outside of the trees, finding a good distance to throw the
rocks at them. At last, at a perfect distance, he bravely threw both
rocks at their heads at the same time and impaled them. The last
thing he saw before turning his back was two lifeless bleeding
animals which he felt satisfied about.

REVENGE
MARCUS LIM SHEN YEW
YAP SUI XUAN
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
It was a time when humans of every kind had not discovered nor
set foot on the rather small piece of land which we now call
Malaysia. In the mouth of a cave now known as “Batu Caves” lived
a monkey who was a ferocious leader of his citizens. His name was
Chiveko.
One day, in the caves, a monkey came back severely injured,
seeking for immediate help. Chiveko was annoyed and curious
about what had caused his misery and pain. He asked what
happened to him.
The monkey, still in pain, told him what had happened. The monkey
told him that while he was searching for food in the jungles, a herd
of mountain boars, not caring of his existence charged towards
him.
Hearing this, Chiveko was not just outraged, but he was also
curious why the boars would do something like that. He thought
they did it on command. However, Chiveko knew what would
happen if he was impatient and wanted revenge. So, he calmed

The brave monkey quietly crept back to the cave without letting
anyone know the brave thing he did, not even the four monkeys.
He, tired and relieved, silently went back and slept.
In the early morning, when the monkeys had yet to be awoken,
another tiger with a boar came walking around the monkeys’
territory. They noticed their dead brothers and were furious. They
knew it was the monkeys that killed them because who knew how
to pick up stones and throw them other than the monkeys?
The same day, the four monkeys went to visit the boars’ territory to
have a word with the leader. However, on their way there, a herd
of tigers surrounded them. The tigers, whose reflexes were not as
fast as the monkeys, already knew their next move, and pretended
to let them go free. This was a part of the revenge scheme that the
boar and the tiger had made. At that time, luckily for Ramawi, he
was curious why the tigers let them go free so easily even if their
reflexes were slower than theirs.
Ramawi turned around and noticed the tigers’ evil laugh. Not telling
the other three, he ran towards the tigers and grasped two by the
necks, yelling at them why they were laughing. The two tigers, still
laughing, told him that they knew what had happened. The three
monkeys soon noticed the argument and joined it. When the four
monkeys heard that they had a part in the attack, the four scratched
their necks vigorously and angrily but left only one to remain. The
last tiger, shaking in fear but not in regret, immediately told them
where the boars went because they were told to build a new
territory somewhere else. The four continued their journey to find

the boars. On their way, they took a comb of bananas to eat during
their journey. It was not long until, they found the boars’ territory.
At that same time, one of the guards spotted them without the four
noticing.
The boar guard informed the others. Before they attacked, a voice
yelled out.
“So, you dumb monkeys have come to take revenge, am I right?”
said the leader of the boars, Bakkata.
“Yes, right. And you are here to see yourself lose?” said Ramawi.
Bakkata became furious.
“Your foolish citizen killed my friend and my brother in the night
whilst my brother was confessing about something that had nothing
to do with you monkeys!”
The monkeys did not know what they were saying. The four began
to feel worried. Bakkata’s guards were in a “ready to fight” position
and they also knew that they themselves and the monkey citizens
would do something like throwing stones at animals that came
close to their territory without a second thought.
The four felt foolish and also wanted to run. So they did.
Sadly, they did not outrun them. It was at this time Chiveko said,
“Bakkata, you may take my life as I was irresponsible and careless.
Ramawi, take my place in the cave as leader of the monkeys.” The
three monkeys were depressed as Chiveko was a good leader. The
monkey citizens in the “Batu Cave” saw what was happening
outside the cave.
Baby monkeys were scared and adult monkeys were sobering.
Most of them were so scared that they went deeper into the caves
and got lost because no light can enter the cave. The one monkey
that caused all this, again being brave, appeared out of the crowd
and told Chiveko he will take the place as he was the cause.
Chiveko agreed in depression and said, “You are a good and brave
monkey. I am proud that you are my citizen.” In the end, that
monkey took the punishment bravely and satisfied.
Readers, the morals in this story is to always be honest and think
before you act.
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The smell of toast filled her nostrils as she cycled pass the local
‘kopitiam’, a go-to breakfast spot for the family. She made her way
towards her grandparents’ place just a few more houses down.
The house has been her grandparents’ home for nearly 50 years.
Lily loved it for its antique design, but at the same time she
wondered as to why her grandparents never refurbish the house.
As curious as she is, she never got around to asking. Maybe today,
Lily thought to herself.
When Lily arrived, her grandfather was sitting in the living room, on
his favourite rattan rocking chair. “Hi grandpa!”, Lily called out with
joy. “Lily! Come in, grandma’s preparing lunch, go say hi.” Grandpa
answered, with a smile. Lily nodded and as she stepped into the
house, the lingering smell of toast from before was instantly
replaced with her grandmother’s signature ‘asam laksa’. “Wow,
grandma, that smells great!”, exclaimed Lily. “Thank you dear, it’s
the family recipe. Lunch will be ready soon, and also, I need you
and grandpa to head into town to pick up some groceries after
lunch.”, said grandma.
Lily returned to the living room to relay the message and satisfy her
curiosity. “Grandpa?”, she asked. “Yes, Lily?” he replied. “Why
didn’t you and grandma renovate the house? Don’t you want to stay
in a modern home?”, she asked. Grandpa gave it some thought
before answering, “Heritage, do you know what that means?”. Lily
shook her head. He continued, “It’s something that holds a great
deal of historical and cultural value, passed down from generations.
It can be a building, an object, or even grandma’s laksa. It’s a
reminder of our roots so we don’t lose ourselves in this
everchanging world. To remind us of how it all started, how far
we’ve come, and how much more we can achieve.” After hearing
what grandpa had to say, Lily was deep in thought, seemingly
taking it all in, when a shout from grandma emerged from the
house, “Lunch is ready!”.

CHAMPION THE BLUE MANSION
CHEONG YEE XUAN
SJKC TUN TAN CHENG LOK
The afternoon sun perched high up in the sky as Lily raced down
the street on her bicycle. A drop of sweat rolled down the side of
her forehead, it made her pedal even faster for the breeze that
came with it.

When lunch was over, Lily and her grandfather went grocery
shopping. After that, they stopped by their usual ice cream stall. Lily
likes it there because the Blue Mansion was nearby where she
could admire its beauty.
Despite her frequent trips into town, she has yet to visit the place.
Grandpa noticed her attention towards the blue beauty, and said
“That’s Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion, it’s a heritage site that’s more
than a 100 years old!”, he reached out his hand for her to take it
and said, “Come, let’s go have a look inside.”, so o_ they went.
When they entered the mansion and took the tour, Lily was amazed
by the mansion’s craftsmanship, she could tell that a great deal of
attention and detail was put into its architecture. Halfway through
the tour, a group of kids appeared at the corner of her eye. As she

shifted her attention towards them, she realised that one of the kids
was the school bully, Joshua, who seemed to be the leader of the
group. Despite her better judgement, she decided to follow them as
she felt that they were up to no good.
She quietly slipped out of the tour group and followed the boys to a
secluded and restricted section of the mansion, where they stopped
and reached into their bags to pull out cans of spray paint. They
were going to vandalise the place. Joshua shook the can, ready to
spray onto the walls and furniture, but before he could start, Lily
stepped out and shouted, “Stop!”. The boys were stunned by the
sudden interruption, but recovered as soon as they saw her. “Look
who it is, I think I’ve seen you in school before, so you should know
who I am, why don’t you get lost or you’ll be sorry.”, threatened
Joshua. She felt a pang of fear, it was the look in his glaring eyes,
Lily had the sudden urge to turn and run, but she stood her ground,
and held his gaze, her heartbeat rising with every passing second.
“No.”, she said, trying to steady her shaky voice, “I won’t let you
destroy our town’s heritage that holds so much of our roots, to
remind us all the things our people have been through, all that
they’ve done, so that we can be here.” At that moment, her
grandfather’s words were clear to her. A wave of courage swept
over her. She clenched her fist and gritted her teeth and maintained
eye contact, bracing herself for what’s about to come, as he walked
towards her. “Fine, we’ll go.”, he said. There was a sense of
understanding, remorse and even admiration in his voice. Did her
words got through to him? She wondered. They kept their spray
cans back into their bags, and left.
After the boys were gone, Lily breathed a sigh of relief. As she
turned around, her grandfather was behind her, “That was
beautifully done, Lily, I’m proud of you.”, said grandpa, as he
opened his arms for a hug.
Lily ran over to him and hug back and said, “Let’s go home.”.
Years passed, as Lily made her way down the street of her
neighbourhood on her bicycle, the smell of toast still filled her
nostrils every time she passed the ‘kopitiam’, and she never got
tired of it. She still visits the Blue Mansion every once in a while, to
remind herself, the importance of heritage and how something from
the past, can bring a better future. “Race you to the end of the
street?”, Joshua called out, as he cycled to her side. She gripped
the handlebars tightly and began pedalling faster, “You’re on!”, she
answered with a grin.
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1ST RUNNER UP THE CONQUEST
ASHTON YANG LI KUAN JIE LI
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
KUALA LUMPUR
It was a beautiful sunny day when Adam and his friends, Zain, Kim
Meng, Raj and Steve, arrived at the foot of Mount Kinabalu, Sabah.
The mountain seemed to stretch on forever towards the clear skies,
forming an extremely intimidating sight. They could not help but
stare in amazement at the towering structure.
The price to climb the mountain was not a cheap one, and they had
to empty their pockets to go on the trip. This was a trip of a lifetime
for them as they had made a pact to conquer Mount Kinabalu’s
summit since they were young. It was either now or never, since
they were about to go their separate ways to pursue their studies.
A local mountain guide ushered them to the start of the trail. He
was an experienced guide and could sense the strong camaraderie
among the boys. Adam and his friends chattered continuously
whilst carrying enormous backpacks. They started the 11 km trek
to the peak of the gigantic mountain with much anticipation and
gusto. Within minutes, the group was sweating out gallons of
perspiration as it was a challenging hike.
Halfway into the trek, Kim Meng heard a growling noise from the
bushes that were not too distant from them.

“Listen! Can you hear that noise?” Kim Meng exclaimed to the
others. Being adventurous, they pushed apart the leaves to _nd a
rare Bornean clouded leopard concealed behind them!

just in time for the sunrise. Standing at a height of 4,095 m above
sea level, they admired the stunning view of Kota Kinabalu, home
of the colossal mountain.

Steve, who was a silat exponent, ran up to it and punched it in the
nose. Taken by surprise, the leopard leaped away, roaring in fright.
Everyone laughed as it high-tailed itself into the bushes. However,
their laughter was short-lived because the same leopard came
backwith a leap of much bigger leopards, all of them growling and
snarling. This time, it was the boys’ turn to run away, screaming for
their lives. With a Herculean burst of energy and speed, they
managed to elude the wild animals. This encounter increased
their awareness of the dangers around them and taught them to
always have each other’s back.

As a symbol of their conquest, Adam pulled out the Jalur Gemilang
from his bag and placed it on the highest point of the mountain. The
Jalur Gemilang billowed majestically in the early morning breeze.
The four friends gathered around and said a short prayer in respect
of their friend, Zain. Not knowing his fate, they could only keep him
in prayers.

The day dragged on as they trudged along the seemingly endless
trail. After an overload of exertion, one of Adam’s friends, Zain,
found himself feeling the effects of exhaustion and altitude
sickness. While struggling to come to his senses, his foot took a
little slip. Before anyone knew what was happening, Zain found
himself dangling perilously over a steep cliff. Zain let out a shriek of
fear and distress. Raj quickly reached out as far as he could to help
Zain, but his hands only grasped at empty air. All his friends
immediately rushed over but Zain could feel his fingers slowly, but
surely giving way. Adam and his friends were unable to reach Zain
in the nick of time, and were helpless to watch as Zain fell into the
ravine. Adam and his remaining friends found themselves shedding
endless tears. Zain had always been a good person, and did not
deserve for this to happen to him.
The tragedy dampened their spirits but Adam, Kim Meng, Raj and
Steve knew they had to continue their hike to the summit. After all,
they had made a pledge to conquer the mountain no matter what.
Feeling dejected and despondent, they sat down and waited for the
arrival of the search and rescue team before proceeding with their
hike.
Wiping away their tears, they reluctantly continued the hike to the
rest house after being reassured that help was on the way. After an
hour, they arrived at the rest house, which was the only sign of
civilization. They spent the night at the double-storey rest house.
Although there was a heater in the structure, their teeth chattered
all night from the cold.
At 3 a.m. the next morning, they packed up their belongings and
set off to the summit of the mountain. They were so high up in the
mountain that a layer of fluffy white snow covered the rocky ground.
Now, those who did not dress properly were at risk of getting
hypothermia and frostbite. Finally, after a long gruelling hike, Adam,
Kim Meng, Raj and Steve arrived at the peak of Mount Kinabalu,

Their trip down the mountain was as tough, if not tougher, than the
climb up the mountain. This was due to the steep and slippery
surfaces along their way, but the thought of their injured friend,
Zain, pushed them on. By hook or by crook, they had to make it
safely back to the foot of the mountain by sun down. Their
desperation grew and they could no longer contain their eagerness
to know the fate of their close friend. Fatigue set in and emotions
were flying high. They kept slipping and falling. When they finally
got to the foot of Mount Kinabalu, they collapsed one after another
and were in tears from exhaustion and relief. Their tears of despair
soon turned into tears of joy and jubilation when they saw Zain
inside a parked ambulance, alive and kicking. It turned out that Zain
had survived his fall. He suffered a few broken bones but was
conscious and in good spirit.
The boys gathered for an enormous group hug inside the
ambulance and were extremely glad that they all survived the climb.
This trip proved not only to be a conquest of Malaysia’s tallest
mountain but also an unforgettable experience that these boys
shared as friends.
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Amira had to lie to avoid creating suspicion and to keep her secret
safe.
One day, when they went _shing because they ran out of _sh to
sell and their money was depleting quickly. Adelia needed the
money to buy clothes, paper and the necessary daily things she
needs, but since Amira started living with her, the need for money
doubled.
They finished fishing for fish around noon and their effort were in
vain. They were famished from the walk back to the house, so
Adelia decided to take a nap while Amira washed her batik dress.
Her batik dress got dirty from the sand and water while fishing.
Her batik dress needs a special kind of water, but it only can be
found in Heaven. She used another way to clean her batik without
letting the color fade and not letting the patterns disappear.

THE GODESSES’S BATIK CHAUNTEL
WONG XIN LE CHONG XIN YI
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
KUALA LUMPUR
There was once a goddess, her name is Amira. She is the prettiest
goddess in heaven, her batik dress attracted many gods and
goddesses eye. One special day, the gods held a formal party for
the Winter Solstice. Her sister made a beautiful gown. Amira
became drunk with jealousy so she wanted to stop her sister from
going to the ball.
A few days before the ball, she splattered permanent paint on the
gown and stabbed her on the chest so that she would be absent for
the ball.
This incident soon became known to her father, the King of all gods.
He banished her to Earth. She can only go back to Heaven if she
does something to help somebody or did something good.
A middle-aged woman named Adelia found the goddess in a
meadow, unconscious. She took pity on her and took Amira back
to her own home. She nursed the goddess back to health. Since
Adelia lived alone, Amira became good company.
Adelia always goes to town to sell the fish she fished up or sell the
meat she hunted. When the townspeople saw Amira in her batik
dress, they pointed out that she looked like the Goddess Amira.

When Adelia woke up, she felt hungry, so she wanted to go to town
to get some eggs for lunch, but when she checked her pocket to
make sure the pouch of gold was in there, she could not feel the
leathery texture of the pouch. She checked again to make sure, but
it was not there. Just then, Amira came back from washing her batik
dress and saw her panicked face. “What’s wrong, Adelia?” she
asked and Adelia told her about the pouch of gold.
She tried to think of an idea to help, but she the ideas she thought
of would not work. She felt sad, so she gave Adelia her beautiful
batik as an appreciation for her help and if the she sold the batik,
she could get some money.
Adelia took the batik and felt the fabric. It tickled her fingers and it
felt really soft. Amira told her that the fabric was woven from special
silk and took a thousand butterflies months to finish it.
Adelia went to the town’s tailor. She presented the batik to him. He
was interested at the batik and agreed to make it. She told him the
instructions. He told the wax painter to draw batik patterns similar
to the goddess batik. It was done in three days time. She wore it to
town and caught everyone’s eye.
When Adelia wanted to hug Amira as a gesture of thanks, all she
hit was an invisible wall. Amira was looking back at something. “I
don’t see anything. All I see is the path back to my house.” Adelia
said.
Amira shook her head and said, “Only I can see it. It’s my palace.
If you look hard enough, you can see it shimmering in and out of
focus.”
Adelia squinted her eyes and saw what Amira was saying. She saw
a palace and Amira standing in a garden full with roses and hibiscus

flowers. Then it shimmered out of focus and she saw her path back
to her own house. Amira smiled because she knew Adelia saw what
she was seeing.
“Adelia, you are a compassionate person, thank you for taking care
of me. Please do not worry. I am actually the goddess Amira. The
dress you are wearing is called batik. Please pass it on to the next
generation. I want it to be remembered. I’m sure the tailor would
like to sew some more. I have to go now. Goodbye everyone. I
promise I will protect you from the Heavens, you have my
blessings.” Amira said. Adelia nodded and said goodbye. Once the
goddess started walking back to her palace, the invisible barrier
slowly disappears.
After Adelia can’t see the goddess anymore, she went back home.
She did what the Amira told her to do, she passed on the batik until
now and Amira was still watching over us until now.
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and the evil witch as her real name, Ruby Lockswood. However,
the town folks were unaware that Ruby was actually the evil witch.
They only knew her as Ruby the Baker.
As Penny was walking to the shop she noticed a Golden Bunga
Raya against a bunch of vibrant red Bunga Raya. Princess
Tazanna felt a deep connection with the Golden Bunga Raya, like
an electric shock from an electric current. She shook it off and
pretended it never happened but she still kept an eye on the Golden
Bunga Raya. After that, Princess Tazanna went to the shop to get
the Basil and went back home. “What took you so long”, Ruby said
“Oh I just saw this so beautiful Golden Bunga Raya” Princess
Tazanna said and before she could finish her sentence, Ruby cuts
her off “You saw a Golden Bunga Raya!
Where is it?” “Oh it’s just in front of the florist” When Tazanna finish.
Ruby grabbed her cloak before leaving “Mother, where are you
going?” Tazanna asked.

THE GOLDEN BUNGA RAYA
ZOE HO SZE LIN
TEH SUE VANN
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
KUALA LUMPUR
Once upon a time, a queen from a far land gave birth to a beautiful
princess named Tazanna. The king and queen picked the name
because it was special and no one else in the kingdom had it. Every
day the town folks would bring fresh flowers to the baby princess.
Princess Tazanna grew so beautiful that even the loveliest flowers
were pale in comparison.
One night, while Princess Tazanna was sleeping, an evil witch
sneaked into the palace and kidnapped the princess. When the king
and queen found out it was too late. The evil witch had already
snatched her away. When the princess was kidnapped from the evil
witch, the witch erased the memory of the princess’s past. The
witch changed everything about the princess from the way she
name to the way she acts. The witch called her Penny. The witch
also made herself as a mother figure. The witch then moved
Princess Tazanna to a far away town where nobody knew about
the kingdom Dodie.
“Penny sweetheart, can you go to the market and get some Basil”,
Said the witch in a sweet voice. “Sure mother, I will get the Basil”
Tazanna said after shortly leaving the cottage to get the Basil. In
the town everyone knew Princess Tazanna as Penny Lockswood

In a hurry, Ruby replied loudly “Outside for awhile ” . Ruby ran as
fast as a cheetah because she suddenly she remembered if
Princess Tazanna ever sees a pure Golden Bunga Raya she would
remember the princess’s past. Ruby ran as fast as her legs could
carry her to the florist. Tazanna secretly followed behind Ruby and
saw the Golden Bunga Raya inside and remember bits of her past.
One of the bits were her original parent King Sebastian and Queen
Mia.
Suddenly, Ruby turned around and to her dismay she saw
Tazanna. The tears of Tazanna drop down to the floor. Ruby then
knew that Tazanna remember her past. Ruby had no choice but to
bring Tazanna back to Dodie. When the king and queen saw
Tazanna, they cried instantly. Ruby decided to come clean and
apologized to the king and queen. The guard brought Ruby to the
police station and the police asked her questions while Tazanna
and her family reconciled their relationship to its original state.
“Ruby why would you do this to the princess” the police questioned
“ I--” Ruby said fighting the tears, she let the tears fall. “10 years
ago I lost my daughter myself,” a single tear fall on the her
handkerchief. “ Penny was like my daughter”, she said “ May I ask
what happened” The police asked Ruby answered “ Back in the war
they took my Penny, my flower the only thing left was this
handkerchief. She was the only thing left in my family. She was
precious to me, my husband died in the war, then it was Penny.
Ruby said. “ When I died I only have one request that you bury me
with my family next to Penny please”
She exclaimed “Okay” The police said almost crying. Before the
day of the execution Tazanna came to see Ruby “Hello, I’m sorry”,
Ruby said “You were a great mother and if the real Penny was here

she would have been so lucky”,Tazanna said. They both hugged
each other The moral value of this story is “ You cannot overcome
a tragedy by making another tragedy”.
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to meet these folks who dwell in longhouses in the vast tropical
rainforests of Malaysia. She felt very accomplished when she finally
reached the iconic longhouse of the Iban tribe.
She met with the Chief of the tribe and told him her reason for being
there. The Chief welcomed her with open arms and without a
moment’s pause, promised to let her stay at their longhouse. He
hoped that they could accommodate her well according to their
customs and give her a memorable stay at their ancestral home.
She was astonished by how fast the Chief had agreed to let her
stay.

THE BEAUTY OF IBANS AND NATURE
LOW YEW QING
OOI QIAN QIAN
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
KUALA LUMPUR
Mary, a writer from America was sent to write book on the lifestyle
and the environment of the Iban tribe in Malaysia. She trudged
through the ancient rainforests of Sarawak on the island of Borneo

had a rare encounter with the critically endangered Clouded
Leopard whose numbers in the wild, in recent years have been
declining in an alarming rate due to poaching and habitat loss. I felt
really lucky to be able to see such a rare animal in the wild as
opposed to seeing them in zoos. As Charles Darwin once described
Borneo as “one great wild untidy luxuriant hothouse made by nature
for herself. I felt really sad at the thought that one day in the not so
distant future all of these wild and exotic animals and plants might
disappear off the face of the earth forever.

As she was beat from the tiring trek through the jungle, she
immediately went to find a bed for herself to nap on for a while and
for the night. Oh but wait! She couldn’t find one and that was when
she remembered that the Ibans do not sleep on beds. They sleep
on the floor in the centre of the longhouse instead. So, Mary just
slept on the floor too.

Towards the end of her trip, she suddenly felt that the Iban tribe’s
culture is very valuable. It is an object of joy and beauty. It is not
something that will surely last physically forever. It is an object that
will last forever in the minds of the people. It will truly last forever.
When Mary finally had to leave, she felt reluctant to leave
everybody. She had gained so many new friends among the Ibans
and she felt really blue to leave them.

The Chief and the entire Iban tribe kept their word and treated her
nicely. They made sure that she had delicious food to eat and was
happy as a lark during her stay. She really liked her sojourn at the
Ibans’ longhouse.

Mary had many spectacular things to write about when she went
back home. She sat down in front of her desk and start writing into
the night. There was just so much that she could right and so little
time. She ended her book like this:

What really astonished her was the deep connection between the
Ibans and nature. Their connection with the rainforest, the plants
and the animals of the forest was so deep that you could have felt
it as soon as you stepped into their longhouse. They loved nature
so much. Nature was a key role in shaping their culture and way of
life.

“Although many of them have moved out of their ancestral home,
the jungle, and have been taken out of the jungle, you can never
take the jungle out of the hearts of the people. The jungle will
always be where their roots are and no one can ever take them
away. The jungle will always be part of them. The jungle will always
have a place in their heart.’ And Mary always remembered her little
adventure in the wild and exotic jungle with the Iban to the end of
her life.

In the jungle they played. They relied on the jungle as their source
of living. They hunted there.
They lived there. They nurtured their young there. And more
importantly, they made a home for themselves and made good
memories there. The jungle is like the blood that flows in their veins.
Mary loved to see their dances. Every night they would dance in
the centre of their longhouse. The men and the women danced
together. They even invited Mary to dance with them. The night
revelry was always one of the things that Mary looked forward to. It
was all so merry and exciting. As they danced into the night they all
felt really happy and relaxed. Although they felt tired they still felt
really satisfied as they had a lot of fun.
The next day, Mary went into the jungle with some of the hunters.
They saw many new and interesting flora and fauna. Including the
majestic yet elegant Hornbill, the Orang utans, which in Malay
means the Man of The Jungle. It was named this because it is like
a giant man who takes care of te jungle. And for the flora that they
saw, they saw the world’s biggest flower, the nasty smelling
‘Rafflesia’ and many more fascinating flora and fauna. They even
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On that day, I promised myself that we would not allow a repeat of
such attack. We would protect our jungle, protect all that lived here.
I made a forest-wide call for the animals to make a stand. I elected
myself as the king and started my detailed plan to attack the human
beings. I wanted to give them a taste of their own medicine.
We waited for their return to the jungle. The moment they stepped
into the forest, my fellow friend, flying lemur gave us the signal. We
observed them discreetly from afar. They brought many of the
much-feared deadly guns. The time had come for us to execute our
plan on these heartless hunters who had destroyed our home
without a single thought or regret.

2nd RUNNER UP THE LIFE OF A MALAYAN
TIGER
CHEW JING XUAN SEAN
SEE JIA EN
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
KUALA LUMPUR
I woke up to the shine of the rising sun. Orang utans were preening
their fur at the treetops and the Malayan pangolin were already
searching for food with their powerful claws. I shook my shaggy
head and rose wearily. I used my ultra-sharp eyes to scan the
surrounding for any dangers before walking towards the stream for
my morning drink. Elephants were bathing in the stream. Other
animals gave way when I reached the stream.
My home was in the deepest, darkest part of the Malaysia jungle. I
loved my home. We had a great variety of animals living here. We
even had our animal hierarchy within here. I felt tears in my eyes
thinking back three months ago. We were all living in harmony,
animals and plants within our beloved jungle. “Those vicious and
greedy hunters. They came, they attacked and they killed my
friends. The hunters were here to poach fortiger fur, elephant trunk
and Pangolin scales for money!” They came in camouflage and
started shooting animals with their shotguns and slashing us with
their long sharp knives. We ran and hid but not all animals were so
lucky. Even the plants didn’t escape their brutal attack. They took
what they want and left a mountain of carcasses behind.

I gave a ferocious roar to call on all animals. All came and gathered
around me. I said to them, “Each of you had been assigned a role.
We will attack at nightfall.” I turned to the Orang Utan and macaque
“kera” and reminded them, “Remember, make sure you take away
all their weapons away first. Without them, they are powerless.”
Elephants would trampled their campsite. Sumatra rhinos and the
tigers would give the final attack to finish them off.
I gave my signal the moment the moon shone brightly in the sky. I
trudged on tirelessly through the forest. The moonlight pierced
through the spaces between the trees and ended as patches of
light. I stepped around dozens of bamboo orchids. With my pad
covered paws, I was utterly quiet as I moved. I observed the plants
around me, the monster flower, Rafflesia, the carnivorous pitcher
plants and the stunningly crimson hibiscus. It was eerily quiet in the
jungle.
Soon we had arrived at the campsite. My body shifted into a low
crouch at the edge of the trees. I gave a mighty roar and the orang
utan and macaque swept through the campsite. Elephants charged
through the trees and trampled their tents and vehicles. The tigers,
and Sumatran rhinos pounced through the trees and landed on the
vile hunters. As I leaped through the air, my fur ruffled like waves
and I landed on one hunter, pushing him. With a quick swipe of my
massive paw, he fell. My razor sharp teeth locked down on his
throat. It wasn’t much of a fight.
Time seemed to fly by as we attacked the hunters. Just when
victory seemed absolute, I heard a cry of war from ahead. With my
sharp vision, I saw another group of hunters launching their
weapons on us. I roared in defiance and we charged.
To our horror, they fired a strange looking projectile at us. One by
one animal were downed and did not get up. I realized too late that
there were two groups of hunters. We were caught by surprise.
Panic seized me. I called to the remaining animals to run back to

the forest. The hunters were as unforgiving as us. They chased us
in their vehicles and mercilessly shooting down the animals.
Suddenly, I saw a hunter in front of me. As quick as lightning, I
slashed his chest mercilessly as I brushed past, and I heard a
heavy thump as he fell. As I turned to run, I heard this loud bang. I
fell this sharp and intense pain in my back which was unbearable.
I lay there incapacitated by pain. I attempted to rise and run but fell,
my vision dimmed with red. I felt that my back was wet and
immediately knew I was shot. My vision dimmed as my back
throbbed with intense pain and I knew I was dying.
My final thought was, “Did I make the right decision to take
revenge? Should I have stop the vicious cycle of the never-ending
revenge?” My selfish decision has caused a tremendous loss to the
jungle. I could not forgive myself for being responsible for the total
destruction of the animals and plants in this jungle. And finally,
darkness engulfed me.
“Wake up, wake up!” I can feel someone shaking me very hard. I
jolted awake and realized that I have fallen asleep in the library. I
was startled. I looked down at the book on Malayan Tiger that I was
reading. I looked at the picture of tiger on the page. It seemed the
tiger’s eyes are twinkling at me…
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“Certainly Tiger, but the king would kill me if he knew I let a stranger
sit on the royal throne. Promise you will just have a quick sit.” Tiger
rolled his eyes in annoyance, but he solemnly agreed. However, as
soon as Tiger reached the “throne”, he fell straight into a deep hole.
For a moment, he stood frozen in surprise, then he created a roar
that shook the world. Tiger was enraged with Mousedeer’s trick. He
roared and out popped a head from above the hole. It was
Mousedeer and he was grinning like a Cheshire cat.
“Please help me Mousedeer, and I promise I will not eat you!” Tiger
pleaded. Mousedeer hesitated, after all tigers were not to be
trusted, but at last he agreed. He found a large stick and, after a
troubling hassle, Tiger was out of the hole. However, he still had
not appeased his hunger, so he grabbed Mousedeer and
threatened to eat him, breaking the promise. “Wait!” the mousedeer
cried. “Let us go to the streets and ask for opinions if our promise
was fair before you gobble me up?” Tiger was impatient now, but
he concurred with displeasure.

THE REGRETFUL TIGER
NG LE ANNE
SJKC KUEN CHENG 2
KUALA LUMPUR

Not long after, they came to a garden where Mousedeer asked, “Mr
Grass, is it fair to get bad for good or good for good only?” Grass
pouted. “I provided humans with beautiful sceneries in accompany
of my flowers, yet they stomp on us as if we’re nothing.” Mousedeer
nodded and asked, “What consequences do they deserve?”
“They should be punished and trapped for years!”

Once upon a time, deep in the tropical jungles of Malaysia,
Mousedeer was whistling happily to himself while munching on
luscious fruits. He was so absorbed at eating the delicacies, that he
did not notice a tiger examining him with an intent eye.

The duo walked on and came to a house. Mousedeer asked the
same question. “I gave humans shelter and they treated me well.”
Mousedeer smiled, then said, “That’s wonderful. What do they
deserve in your perspective?” House giggled. “Everything they
need to live, but not too much to be greedy.”

Tiger had been hunting the entire morning and the only thing he
caught was a little rat. It was going to be hard to explain this to his
friends. Rats, what shame it brought to him. He pounced at
Mousedeer with no hesitation. However, as haste makes waste, he
trampled on some rocks, creating a scandal and surprising nearby
animals.

When they came back to the trap, Mousedeer said he wanted to
inspect further and it was mandatory to recreate the scene. In doing
so, he asked Tiger to step inside the hole once more. Foolishly,
Tiger entered the trap and was caught. “You insolent tiger, you
treated me bad when I offered good, and now you shall pay.”

Tiger roared. “Mousedeer, the new neighbour... I was hoping to get
a chance to eat you.” Mousedeer presumed he meant “meet you”
but he did not protest. He was trembling in fear. “Hello Tiger!”
Mousedeer said, trying to sound smooth and unfrighten. “I am
afraid you cannot eat me up now. I am entrusted by the king to
protect his throne.” Throne? Yes, a hunter’s trap was set nearby:
covered with leaves, a few rocks surrounding, and some snacks.
The trap looked inviting for clueless Tiger. “As a small and helpless
animal, you must be honoured to be his guardian for such a
precious item.” Tiger said, envious with admiration. With that, he
requested to sit on the throne.

Tiger once again pleaded for mercy. “This time I promise I will not
eat you.” Mousedeer obviously did not believe it, but, out of pure
sympathy, he helped Tiger up again. Tiger, tired and famished, did
not even try to eat Mousedeer. Instead, they both escaped out of
the area. “I have a condition for helping you.” Mousedeer
requested, he wanted Tiger to learn his lesson. “I need you to take
the meat you kill from any animal to trade for candies. These
candies are delicious and sweet. If you do not do so – let’s just say
it won’t be nice.” Tiger sighed and reluctantly agreed.

The next day, Tiger took the meat of rabbits he caught into the
animal market. He caught a sight of candy stores and traded the
meat for a packet of ten sweets.
Then he ran back to his cave and gobbled them, licking the sugary
sweetness o_ when he finished. He had no idea sweets were much
more delicious than animal flesh. He begin to do this day after day.
One afternoon, Mousedeer was on his way to the raspberry farm
for lunch when he saw Tiger limping on his way to the dentist. He
looked downright sorrow.
“What’s the matter Tiger?” Mousedeer asked, even if he knew the
sweets was a bad infection towards Tiger’s teeth. “Hello
Mousedeer, I’m having a remarkably bad toothache and I’m starting
to get splitting headaches! I’m o_ to see the dentist.” Mousedeer
giggled as he saw Tiger limp helplessly up towards the dentist.
Mousedeer watched in awe as Dr. Monkey asked Tiger to lie down
and open his mouth. What Mousedeer saw next was petrifying:
broken teeth on every part of the gum. The inside of the mouth was
black and dirty, and wholly uninviting. “Goodness dear!” Monkey
cried, nearly fainting out of disgust. Even Mousedeer had to turn
away to avoid gazing upon Tiger’s grotesque. “Your teeth condition
seems abysmal! There is no way this can be fixed, you are going
to have to take out each one of your teeth.” Monkey reported sadly.
After 53 operations, Tiger managed to have all his teeth taken out
and could no longer eat. He slowly died from starvation. Mousedeer
had saved his fellow animals from a trickster. He showed us the
fact that it was being smart that defines a person, not the size. The
citizens of the forest lived happily ever after.

SECONDARY
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Chinese Penangites but also locals and foreigner from all over the
globe gathered around to watch this hectic and enjoyable
performance. “This had brought happiness to all Penangites as this
cultural dance is still popular among them.” The tour guide
continued explaining. One of the tourists who was wearing a green
hat with a camera hanging around his neck spoke in an American
accent, “Yes, I can see that very clearly. I have never seen people
of different races gather to watch something like this before.” The
tour guide replied with a pinch of pride in his voice. “Malaysians
work really hard to ensure their traditions do not go extinct
especially when the technology is advancing at an alarming rate.

A DAY TO REMEMBER
JASVEENI A/P GOPALAKRISHNAN
DHURGASHREE A/P PARTHIBAN
SMK DATUK ONN,JALAN GANGSA
BUTTERWORTH, PENANG
The beats of the drums and gongs filled the ears of the spectators.
The cymbals blasting and spectators clapping. All the instruments
played their unique beats differently. The instruments synchronise
to their movements and actions. It move from left to right jumping
from one pole to another gracefully. The Penang Chinese Town
Hall filled with audience trying to get the best view of the famous
lion dance performance bringing to an end of the Chap Goh Meh
festival.
“This festival is known as the Chinese Valentine’s Day.” I overheard
a tour guide explaining to a group of tourists who were just standing
right behind me. I just continued listening. “On that day, young
ladies ventured out to throw oranges into the sea wishing for good
soul mate.” I recalled my father telling me that it was the fifteenth
night of the Lunar New Year and just then my father asked me, “Is
it great to witness a performance like this once a year?” I smiled
and nodded in agreement. Earlier that day, my family and I went to
the seaside to throw oranges into the sea. Well obviously I did not
ask for a soul mate but on the other hand we just did it for fun.
This performance started from a local Chinese temple then into the
streets where the people who flocked the place where not only

“After a while, my family and I managed to free ourselves from the
big crowd. My father then drove us to the P.Ramlee Auditorium.
There we entered a huge theatre hall filled with people waiting
patiently for what I expected a drama to start because the place is
called a theatre hall but there were no big screens. All of a sudden,
a group of dancers appeared and they began performing on stage
in pairs. They were accompanied by traditional musical instruments
like the lute and ‘rebana’. My father claimed, “This dance is known
as the well-known Zapin. This Malay dance is used to be performed
in religious ceremonies like Hari Raya Aidilfitri and Hari Raya Aidil
Adha. Nowadays, it has become a traditional entertainment with the
purpose of bringing happiness to people.”
I began to observe the complex movement of one of the dancers at
the front row and it was definitely mind-blowing. The leg
movements were both smooth and sharp at the same time. “Do you
know that during the old days, there were only male performers?
Nowadays, female performers are also included.” My father
continued. I was quite surprised on how the tradition had changed
from time to time. I guessed I was thinking about it for too long
because when I began to realise my presence at the theatre hall I
could hear myself mumbling “Where are they? Who is she? Why is
there only one performer? Where are the others?”
The music in the hall changed into a classical tune and there was
a female conductor sitting at the side of the stage. There was only
one performer on the stage. It took me a little time to process the
whole situation and then I finally realised. “This dance is called
Bharatanatyam and it is a cultural Indian dance. It is originated from
India. This dance is used to be performed only in temples but now
it has been brought onto the stage to show a touch of an Indian
culture to the other races.” I told my father. He gave me a how-doyou-know-that look and continued adding more information. He
said” This performer tells an ancient story through a body language
by using hand gestures. Her face expressed the mood of the story.
“Not only I but all of us in the hall were amazed at the capability of
the Indian performer to dance gracefully.

The part that took my breath away was when the dancer jumped
from one side of her leg to another with full stability. I was perfectly
sure that if I was to do that, I would have definitely fallen and made
a fool out of myself. As the saying goes ‘Practice Makes Perfect’. I
was also sure that the performers of the pure-styled Bharatanatyam
dance spend a few months and even years to nail all the steps in
that unique dance. After that, we also watched three more cultural
dance like the ‘Kuda Kepang’ , ‘Kathakali’ and the Fan Dance.
All of these performances finally came to an end and we decided
to return home. On the way my father asked me “How did you feel
about those performance just now?
Did they blow your mind?” I answered with a simple smile and a
yes. My father smiled back and continued “You know people of your
generation are going to shoulder a huge responsibility to ensure the
cultural and traditional touch of Malaysians do not go extinct? By
this way, Malaysia shall be well-known as one of the many
countries that has maintained her cultural touch throughout the
years. The number of tourist visiting our country would increase
tremendously and then channeling income to our economic sector.
I definitely realised that but I replied saying “Thanks for the trip and
advice dad. It was really very inspiring and I gain a lot of
knowledge.” All the way home, I just day dreamed about the live
performance we witnessed earlier. A smile was carved on my face.
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same goal: To protect and fight for our country’s independence until
that one day when most of us were entombed. So here we are now,
my seven friends and I or to be exact my seven friends who are
now just bronze slabs of metal. The intoxicating mix of food,
perspiration and exhaust fumes mingled in the air challenging my
senses. Nonetheless, it was also a smell that I had come to
associate with the peak hours of visiting.
Bus after bus meandered in a systematic order towards their berths
like a regimented army. The steady stream of tourists started
spurting out from the buses. Tourists were clicking their cameras,
taking our pictures. I could hear a little boy asking his mother,
“mummy who are these statutes” while pointing at us.
As the tour guide started speaking, words of praises tumbled out in
torrents from his mouth, making my heart bloom and swell in
happiness and pride. My heart palpitated wildly and somersaulted
in excitement when those chirpy voices of glorification reverberated
in my ears. “Boys! Did you just hear that? Those mortals are raving
about us!”. My train of thoughts drifted down memory lane. It was
still fresh at the back of my mind, it was the 1950. “Come on soldiers
move it. Get down and give me fifty. NOW!”. These words soon
became a mantra, hearing the lieutenant rave and rant each day.
Looking back, we would march through the dense equatorial forest,
with only bizarre insects and wild animals to keep us company. The
long branches of the trees would start gesticulating wildly in the
howling wind. There were days when bright _ashes of lightning
would light up the sky and that was immediately followed by a
deafening blast of thunder. We would skitter and scramble to
crouch under bushes in order to seek shelter from the splinters of
ice. By the time the rain abated, darkness was slowly enveloping
the forest.

A FIGHTER‘S SPIRIT: AB’SALUTE
BHRINDA REKHRAJ
NURAQISYAH BT MOHAMMAD IESA
SMK SEKSYEN 3,
BANDAR KINRARA, SELANGOR
“Left, right, left, right”, chanted eleven thousand soldiers. “Into the
valley here we go, fighting against all our foes, sacrifices are all we
make, putting our lives all at stake.” This used to be our daily
routine. My fellow soldiers were my only family and we had the

“Okay soldiers do you want to win this war?” “Sir yes sir”, in a
thunderous outburst, eleven thousand soldiers shrieked with
determination plastered across their faces. Day after day, we
combed through the forest with cascading water, as our only source
of water on scorching days. We catapulted towards our enemy with
weapons clutched in a death grip in our hands. With arms braised
in a fighting stance and an intense hunger for victory, fury could be
seen in our eyes. If eyes could kill, the enemy would have died on
the spot. We were the Malayan warriors with independence
embedded in our hearts. As the siren of growling hunger for
independence resounded in the air, we fought relentlessly. Quietly,
we hoped fervently to make it out of this predicament alive and
return to comforts of our humble abodes where our families would
be longing for our arrival. Heavy artillery and new weapons such as
poison gas threatened death from afar, invading our olfactory but
hand to hand combat with clubs and knives killed many during the
grisly business of trench raids.

The blend of greyish hues against the deep purplish tones was a
stark contrast against the stars twinkling like an entourage. As the
witching hour neared, all activities ceased to a stop. The obscurity
of the night was augmented by the eerie silence. I zipped up my
tent and lay on my back. I stifled a yawn while groaning in agony.
That afternoon, all soldiers had to go through a tough and
challenging training. As I was about to shut my eyes, a deafening
blast rocked the grounds! My lethargic body jolted in such a way
that I jumped out of my skin. The time seemed to come to a
standstill with apprehension rupturing my guts. Opening my eyes
into tiny slits, I scanned my surroundings. Debris pelted everywhere
as another explosion lit up the sky. Fire was spilling out from the
forest. My mind spun into whirlwind. The flaming monster was
swallowing my heart. Fear and terror froze my wits as we soldiers
have never encountered this kind of situation before. Regaining my
equanimity, I staggered out of my camp. My skin immediately felt
the intense heat of the raging forest. Thick columns of clouds of
choking fumes were soaring skywards.
“Soldiers get into positions. NOW!”, in a thunderous outburst the
lieutenant enunciated in the midst of the chaos. “Alright soldiers go
out there and fight….”, the lieutenant’s voice was droning out as I
looked over at a bunch of my closest friends. Eye contact was
enough for us to make our move. Armed with simple artillery we
charged towards the brutally fiery forest. “Let’s go separate ways
now”, with that simple instruction we moved forward. My eyes
caught the sight of the mossy forest grounds swallowed up into the
cavernous pit. How I wished I would have known that the next step
that I took was one of the last ones.’ Boommmm’ the only last things
that I witnessed was my fellow soldiers all lying in the ground while
the hungry flames swallowed every combustible material along its
path. We lost, we won…we rose as the fallen heroes…hence the
cry for independence- MERDEKA MERDEKA MERDEKA So here
we are today, standing rooted to the ground amidst the
modernization around us. The nation is what it is today because of
our sacrifice. We have witnessed the world growing around us,
despite the occasional trickle of tourist that come visit us but yet our
hearts will always be inflated with pride and honor for being the true
heroes of Malaya forever immortalized. “Oh, guys straightened
up…I see a bus load of tourist approaching”.
“Mum look that statue just winked at me!!”
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A PEEK INTO MALAYSIAN HERITAGE
KRISHAL JANG GURUNG
MAZ INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
“Ringggg!!!” went off my alarm clock. I turned to my side table and
switched it o_. “Isn’t today a holiday?” I muttered to myself sleepily
as I fell back on my pillow, pulling the blanket over me.
“Krishal! Why are you still in bed? We are going to be late!”
screamed my mom. I sprang up from bed with a start. For a
moment, I could not comprehend what was happening and why my
mom was so upset. Slowly, it sank in. It was Hari Raya Puasa and
my best friend, Azlan’s family had invited us to an open house at
his grandparents’ home in the kampung (village) which was a twohour drive away from the city. Being newly settled in Malaysia, my
parents had been delighted to accept the invitation, eager to know
more about the culture and traditions of Malaysians. We had
planned to meet up at Azlan’s house which was two streets away
at ten so that we could drive out to the kampung together. I took a
quick shower and was ready just in time before my mom could nag
at me again.
Azlan was the first one to greet us when we arrived at his home,
having been waiting for us eagerly. He had put on a light blue
coloured traditional Baju Melayu, a loose, long-sleeved shirt worn
over a pair of trousers and a Sampin which was a short sarong
wrapped around the hips. He had also put on a black cap called a
Songkok. His father, Mr Osman was also similarly dressed in a
matching light blue outfit. Mrs Osman was dressed in a light blue

traditional silk Baju Kurung, a loose tunic worn over a long skirt with
pleats at the side and a matching Tudung or headscarf.

vegetable dishes. There were also delicacies like dodol, dates,
homemade cookies and tarts.

We made our way to the kampung, my father driving closely behind
Mr Osman. As we exited the city and drove into the highway, I could
see palm oil plantations on both sides of the highway stretching
across vast hectares of land. It was a beautiful sight and as I looked
through my seat window, I recalled what I had learned about Hari
Raya Puasa in school. During the festive celebration of Hari Raya,
the Muslims undertake a month-long fasting known as Ramadan.
The fasting begins with the sighting of the new moon and ends on
the last night of the same moon. During that month, the Muslims
fast from sunrise to sunset. Hari Raya Puasa is regarded as a
cheerful celebration as it marks a person’s triumph and success on
discipline and self-resistance which symbolises refinement and
rebirth. On the morning of Hari Raya, the men perform prayers at
the mosque while children ask for forgiveness from their parents.
The little ones will also be given ‘duit raya’ or gifts of money in small
green packets.

We learnt that the ketupat is one of the few popular Malay
delicacies that have been listed as heritage food in Malaysia. It is a
type of rice dumpling or rice cake made from glutinous rice. It’s
usually wrapped in a triangular shape using the leaves of the fan
palm(Licuala). The ketupat is then boiled for hours. As the rice
cooks, the grains expand to fill the pouch and the rice becomes
compressed into soft cakes. This method of cooking gives the
ketupat its characteristic form and texture of a rice dumpling.

As we turned into the road leading to the kampung, a beautiful
landscape greeted us. The road became narrower and more
rugged. There were paddy fields on both sides of the road with
irrigation canals running alongside it. A little further in, we caught
our first sight of the houses. They were unlike any of the houses we
had seen in the city. These beautiful houses were built on stilts
using traditional Malay architecture, which was ideal for tropical
conditions, as it allowed the breeze to cross-ventilate beneath the
dwelling to cool the house while mitigating the effects of the
occasional food. High-pitched roofs and large windows carved with
intricate organic designs allowed cross-ventilation inside the
houses. Mr Osman explained all these to us as we were alighting
in front of his parents’ home.
We took off our footwear and entered the house with greetings of
‘Assalamu Alaikum’ which means ‘peace be upon you’ and
‘Selamat Hari Raya’. Azlan’s grandparents were also similarly
dressed in the traditional Baju Melayu and Baju Kurung. They
welcomed us with greetings and we immediately felt at home with
their warm hospitality. Mr and Mrs Osman, together with Azlan took
turns to kiss the elderly Mr Osman and his wife’s hands and asked
for forgiveness. It was touching to learn the significance of this
action. We were each given a small green packet as a form of
blessing by Azlan’s grandfather.
The house was beautifully adorned with green, yellow and gold
coloured decorations and fresh flowers. An array of mouth-watering
traditional food, all prepared meticulously by Azlan’s grandmother
was served to us. We learned the names of each of the dishes.
There was ketupat, rendang, lontong, chicken curry, rice and

Azlan’s grandfather proceeded to tell us the origins of the ketupat.
Legend has it that the style of wrapping ketupat into triangular form
was passed down through generations from seafarers. In the past,
there was a need for seafarers to keep the rice from spoiling during
long sea voyages. As a result, coconut leaves used in wrapping the
rice were always shaped into a triangular form and stored hanging
in bunches in the open air. The shape of the package facilitates
moisture to drip away from the cooked rice while the coconut leaves
allow the rice to be aerated and at the same time prevent flies and
insects from touching it during sea voyages.
The ketupat is usually eaten with rendang which is a type of dry
beef curry. Rendang is an elaborate and aromatic beef curry made
with thirteen herbs, spices and ingredients from the garden
including: lemon grass, ginger, galangal, garlic, onions, coriander,
fennel and cumin seed, pounded star anise, chilli paste, soy sauce,
toasted coconut and coconut milk. The curry is slow-cooked for
hours to tease out the complex aromas and flavours. The rendang
prepared by Azlan’s grandmother was so delicious that I had a
second helping. We ate our food with our right hands which was
quite a different experience for me.
We were having such a lovely time that we did not realise that it
was already time to head back home. Promising to visit them again
soon, we waved goodbye at Azlan’s grandparents. As I gazed at
the setting sun in the horizon while driving back, I smiled to myself
thinking of how much I had learnt about the traditions and rich
Malaysian heritage that day.
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Ring-ring! School is over. FINALLY!
At home, after bathing, I went down to help my mother prepare
dinner. Cooking rice is my job; I placed the filled rice pot into the
cooker under the sink. My head jerks up and...BAM! Darkness.
Cock-a-doodle-doo!
"Wakey, wakey Aishah! You have a performance today!"
"WHAT-"
"Hush. Let's not waste time my dear; mummy will get your breakfast
and costumes ready."
A performance? Since when does my school offer performing
arts...?

A World Without Colour Vroom! The bus is
coming.
Juzee Katerina Tajudin_Jasmine Arrisa
Students assembled according to race: Chinese students, Indian
students, Dusun students, etc; we attended the same school.
Arriving at school, grey and white coated the architecture; no
paintings, quotes, decorations...nothing at all.
Seriously, how much duller can our school get?
Classrooms were filled with mingling teenagers but... only in their
own specific racial groups: Chinese with the Chinese, Indian with
the Indian and so on. I belong to the Dusuns, a race group that is
comprised of Malaysians from North Borneo in Sabah. Being a
Sabahan isn't easy here: other groups like to mock our accents,
make stereotypical assumptions and more. Some would even say
we don't belong in Malaysia!
In my opinion, Malaysians in Selangor aren't educated about Sabah
(except for the fact that they think we live in trees) so they end up
being really stereotypical. In Sabah, it's no different either so they
conclude that all Malaysians in Selangor are rude and snobbish. In
school, we're not exposed to different Malaysian cultures. None of
us knows anything about each others' celebrations, food,
costumes, history, legends, etc.
I hate it. I don’t think it’s right to be ridiculed for my race.

On my way to the bus stop after breakfast.
Suddenly...a Chinese boy, Chieng, walked up to me and offered a
greeting. Astonished.
"What's with that expression?"
"Um-nothing."
"So are you excited about your performance today?"
"What..."
"You don't remember? We're dancing Magunatip for the cultural
event!"
"How do you know what Magunatip is?"
"You're joking, right? You taught us the dance."
“Wha-“
Chieng and I walked to class together to find everyone in class
socialising. Contrasting skin colours were distributed among the
expanse of the class: Indian with Chinese, Bajau with Malays, etc.
A dark figure came towards me.
"What are you going to perform today, Aishah?" said Kumar.
"Um-Magunatip dance, I believe."
"Ooh! What is that?"
"A bamboo dance; dancers dance to a rhythm made by the bamboo
while trying to step over them."
"I look forward to it. Good luck!"
Kumar has never wished me luck...
The auditorium was filled to the brim. Crowds in conversation;
capturing photographs of the decorations; smiling and laughing.
The auditorium was laced with a theme of Malaysian culture: the
black and gold of the Sinuangga costumes, the flaming red of the
Chinese lions, a plethora of coloured rice sprinkled on the walls to
make a luxuriant foliage and many more.
Behind closed curtains, performers from all kinds of Malaysian
races permeated the dressing rooms. I was dressed in a Sinuangga
costume: a traditional Kadazan- Dusun costume used by women.
It's a black velvet-like clothing with gold trimmings and a silver belt.

Bamboos were set near the entrance to the stage when the emcee
started speaking.
"Hello everybody!"
"Whoo!" Claps impregnated the room.
"Welcome to our cultural fest! This week we will discover the
ethnicity and diversity of our Malaysian culture. We Malaysians
should be PROUD of how colourful our country is; how united our
people are and richness of the culture of the people in Malaysia. It's
something you cannot find in any other Asian country.
We are the Asian version of South America. We are Malaysians!"
The crowd beams unapologetically.
"Now, before we begin with the performances I would like to
educate all of you about the performances you'll see onstage today.
Today, we are showcasing a certain, under-represented racial
group. You've seen the conventional races of Peninsula Malaysia:
Indians, Chinese, Malays. BUT, what you haven't seen yet or
haven't seen enough of is the Sabahans. If I may, does anyone in
the audience know the races that make up the Sabahan
population?"
Pin drop.
"No? That's okay. In Sabah, people come from many tribes:
Kadazandusun, Bajau, Rungus and Murut. Each of these tribes has
their own food, customs, etiquette, costumes, the structure of
homes, tribe management, etc. Today, we're showcasing
everything about these
tribes and feel free to visit our booths at the end of the show to try
the traditional foods as well as costumes."
"Enough from me. And now, I present to you - The Land Beneath
the Wind!"
The band starts playing an opening number - a fast, contemporary
song but with a traditional mix to it - and an abundant of dancers of
all colours wearing different kinds of traditional costumes while
carrying various props according to their tribal outfits flowed in. It
was like seeing fireworks dance in unison to the melodious track.
Breathtaking.
"Inspiring isn't it?"
"What-oh, uh, yes it really is."
"Thanks to your open mind and adamancy, all of this has come
true."
"Pardon me, but, what do you mean by MY adamancy?"
"This is all your doing, Aishah. You created all of this. Don't you
remember what you told me?"
"No."
"Malaysians are special. We are the perfect mix of absolutely
traditional culture as well as futuristic thinking. We have a vision for
our future but we never forget who we really are at the root of our
soul - Malaysians."
My vision blurred; cheeks soaked with salty tears. I was truly
content but - was it really me who inflicted all of this?
I heard the tumble of a bamboo when...BAM! Darkness.
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YES!
Cock-a-doodle-doo!Cock-a-doodle-doo!
"WHAT-"
My heartbeat. Rapid. What is going on?
I remember: I banged my head on the sink. But - that dream...it felt
so real.
On the bus, everything went back to reality. Sad... colourless,
unhappy...unaccepting. My thoughts dazed back to that vision.
That speech, those cheers, the peace, the unity...
It doesn't have to be this way. We can change this; I've seen it.
I know what I have to do.

The hours went by until light dimmed and we came to a halt in our
brainstorming.
The present day:
The school avenue was packed with booths on both sides
showcasing props, food and many more exhibits based on the daily
theme. It was still early and dark. I waited at the centre of the
avenue. And so suddenly...gleaming to signal the start of a glorious
day, Sunlight poured into the avenue and lit the area.

racial group. Alongside learning the culture, we celebrate our
differences. We unite as one nation.”
"Before I end my introductory speech, I'd like to remind you all of
the importance of celebrating our cultural heritage. Our country is
special because of its people; we are developing towards a brighter
and better future but we never forget our values, our identity. No
matter how rich we get, how developed we become, we never
forget our culture: the gemstone of Malaysia."
Different types of praises were thrown all giving out one message:
understanding.

Majestic.
That morning, I strut my way to the Principal's office with a folder at
hand which constitutes my ideas.
"Good morning Puan Ely, may I speak to you?" "Yes, Aishah, good
morning, do come in. My PA has spoken to me about you wanting
to discuss serious matters with me. Now, what is it?"
I placed my folder on her table and sat in front of her. "Puan, as you
know, I am from Sabah; my parents just migrated here to the
Malaysian Peninsula for career demands. I've lived here for most
of my life and not a day goes by without a person questioning my
place in this country."
"What do you mean?"
"I've been racially stereotyped, ridiculed- in general, I've been
bullied because of my race. Not only that, students here don't
mingle nor do they see the beauty in each other's differences. Don't
you think it's the education department that should stop all of this
nonsensical bullying?"

"Okay, boys, get ready."
After an hour, it was crowded with students carrying out their duties.
Clap-clap!
"Okay, everyone, I need all booths to be open in an hour. Be ready
by then!"
Everybody shook their heads in agreement.
Knowing that everyone was at work, I made my way to the
auditorium: the main presentation.
Business aired throughout the room: dancers stretching, musicians
doing sound-checks, cleaners vacuuming the floor, props
organised by the logistics team.
9.20 AM: With my headset on, I communicated with the logistics
team and the sound room.
"Alright guys, we have a big show to do this morning. Remember
the sequence, keep the performers backstage civilised and carry
the props needed. Clear?" "Yes, boss," said the team in unison.

"But children tease; that's perfectly normal!"
"I know children tease; I am a child myself but I've grown to see
what that child would be if they don't change their way of thinking that races set us apart."
"Teasing is harmless. I can enforce a few rules but you can never
change a child's natural habit of teasing."
"Puan, with all due respect, when I grow up I might be one of the
decision-makers of this country. Now, in the future, if I were to work
with people, I'd rather it be Malaysians who won't stereotype me
because of my race. Sabahan or not, we're all still Malaysians!I
believe that even a small act of mine in this small school of ours
would be the beginning of something absolutely grand. The future
of my generation depends on the values we are taught now."
Silenced, a grin plastered on her face. "Alright, what's your plan?"

10 AM: "Announcing the arrival of our guests of honour..." the
emcee spoke. Minutes after the introduction, she announced," and
now, may I invite Miss Aishah Seri, our project manager to give us
a welcoming speech."
"Alright boys, wait for my cue."
In my red hijab and cheongsam, I walked past the red curtains to
centre-stage.
"Assalamualaikum everyone! Welcome to our Malaysian Cultural
Exhibit! Do you guys like it so far?" The crowd applauded. A wave
of relief and joy came over me.
"The Malaysian Cultural Exhibit (MCE) seeks to educate the
children of this school along with our local community about
Malaysian culture. It commences for one week; one day for one

"And now, may I present to you...Malaysia, the LAND OF
COLOUR!"
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The abacus was the gift from Fred to Tiong. He bought it from China
when he had once travelled there for business. It was an exquisite
calculating tool. As Fred said, it was compatible to an attractive
woman like Tiong. Tiong was skillful in calculation. This skill made
their business flourish in 1960s. In our family’s album, there was a
photograph about a woman who was using the abacus and a little
girl peeked behind twitched curtains. The little girl was Grandma.
I was shocked when I knew that Grandma was adopted and raised
by Fred and Tiong after few years of their marriage. Tiong lost her
fertility after getting involved in an accident during a business trip.
She persuaded Fred to divorce her but Fred insisted not to do so.
He married her as he loved her, not because of getting
descendants. Tiong relented and they finally agreed to take
Grandma as their only daughter.

ABACUS - AN ETERNAL GIFT OF LOVE
TUNG HUA
SMK - ENTRY 3
Mum loves all kinds of accounts. Legend, myths, fairy tales and
most of all, history. When I was a child, she always hugged me
while telling me bedtime stories. Well, they were not interesting all
the time. Sometimes I would fall into a lovely deep sleep after few
minutes she started her stories. Her voice would be a better lullaby
as compared to her stories, I think.
It was a story about my great-grandpa that she told getting me one
sleepless night. It was a night before the Qingming Festival (TombSweeping Day) for Chinese. We all gathered at the parlour for
folding some joss papers. Gazing at the abacus hanging beside the
ancestors’ pictures on the altar, Mum told us the story about Fred,
my great-grandpa. It was the story of this man with the abacus
sending chills down my spine.
The antique abacus is inherited from my great-grandpa. I had
known it when I was young. Grandma never let anyone lay their
fingers on it. Those beads of the abacus are older than greatgrandpa’s age. My great-grandpa, Fred was a Caucasian who
reached Sarawak in 1959. He was greatly obsessed with Chinese
traditions and culture, especially Foochow. He then married a
Foochow woman, Tiong in 1966, few years after Malaysia declared
its independence. Mum told me that Fred even gave himself a
Chinese name after he married Tiong, my great-grandma.

Family is not all about blood. It is the love that makes the family
being tied up. Fred and Tiong were great parents to Grandma. They
never bothered the fact that they were not related to Grandma by
blood. They gave the best care to this girl and wished her to grow
as a wise person. They taught Grandma the ways of doing
calculation using the abacus and sent her to school for good
education. Sending a girl to school was not common in Chinese
Community during those years. Grandma was intelligent, indeed.
She picked up all the skills and did well for the family business as
she aged. By using the abacus, she managed to make the family
business thriving.
It was a fateful day. Fred brought the abacus to a shop for repairing
a bead which fell from its bamboo frame. On his way home, Fred
was hit by a reckless motorcyclist. He was sent to the hospital but
passed away after few hours in the operating room. He could not
get blood transfusion in time. Tiong and Grandma were informed of
the death only after few hours Fred was sent to mortuary. They
could not accept the fact of losing a loving husband and father.
They were heart-broken when seeing the abacus beside Fred’s
deathbed. If it was not because of the abacus, God had no chance
to take Fred’s life. Since then, they deemed the abacus was the
curse for the family. They had to keep it instead of using it.
Mum did not know anything about the story behind the abacus until
the night before Grandma drew her last breath. Grandma passed
the abacus to Mum and asked her to keep it as a family’s heritage.
It has brought both glory and mishap to our family. Grandma said
that she was thankful to God as having Fred and Tiong as her
parents. The abacus was the precious loving gift passed from Fred
to Tiong and her, so she had to keep it no matter what had
happened. A day after Grandma’s funeral, Mum placed her
photograph on the altar next to Fred’s and Tiong’s, together with
the abacus. They could finally reunite after so many years.

I believe that love is beyond blood and it strengthens the bond
among family members. Mum told me that abacus is formed by
many beads. Each bead represents one family member and
contains stories behind each. Just like the beads on the bamboo
frame working harmoniously for the best function, family members
have to show their genuine love to each other when working
together in achieving family unity. Well, I think this is what a family
means and this deep meaning could be manifested well by an
abacus, the tool that many people have forgotten about its
significance in modern days.
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Shiven grew up in Malacca and as he returned to his hometown,
many memories of his younger days came back. As he reached
home, he hugged his mom with sadness and his mom asked him
to sit down as she wanted to have a talk with him. Shiven’s mother
pleaded for him to take over the family business as he was the only
one who could continue the family legacy. Feeling displeased as
his father had just passed and his mother started bringing this up,
he stormed out of the house to go for a walk to clear his head.
During his brief walk, he walked pass many famous places and
flashbacks flashed pass his mind. He remembered the times when
his father brought him to the Kota A Famosa which is known for its
history associated with the Portuguese feet. The feet was led by
commander Alfonso de Albuquerque in the year 1511 and is
currently open to the public for sightseeing.

COLORFUL REMINISCENCES
NICODEMUS TAN TZE SERN
TAN HAN HAO
SMK SEKSYEN 3,
BANDAR KINRARA, SELANGOR
Memories can be made anytime as time passes in a blink of an eye
and its not every day nostalgic memories of the pass pop up
abruptly. Shiven is a 21 year old student majoring in robotic
engineering at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. Since he
moved to the United States, he found a part time job as a barista
and has a proclivity for the lifestyle in the states. Shiven recently
completed his studies and has considered to permanently migrate
to the States.
One day at work, he received an unexpected call from his mother
and as he heard the news he dropped to the floor in agony. His
father had passed away due to complications from cerebrovascular
disease and it caused a hemorrhagic stroke. The main reason was
the stress that his father had to go through handling the famous
shop that had been passed down from generation to generation in
his family. The shop served the Malaysian favourite Nasi Lemak
and the secret ingredient to it is, well it wouldn’t be a secret if he
told you right? Back to the story, before Shiven left to the States his
father had convinced him to take over the family business but he
was very hesitant about it. Immediately, Shiven took the next plane
back to Malaysia to comfort his mother who was mourning of the
passing of his father.

As he walked to his father’s shop, the vacantness of the shop made
him sigh in dismay. When he was a young kid, he was so
enthusiastic in helping his father prepare the meals for the
customers. The other foods that he helped to prepare with the
assistance of his father was the scrumptious Satay Celup and
Nyonya Chang (Nyonya Rice Dumpling) which originated in
Melaka. After all the _ashbacks of the past and with tremendous
regret that he did not want to take over the family business while
his father was still around made him finally realise how selfish he
was to his mother. He couldn’t possibly let his mother single
handedly continue the business all by herself.
Remorsefully, Shiven walked back home and as he was walking
back he suddenly realized how beautiful his motherland Malaysia
is and ever will be. He finally understood why his father wanted him
to take over the family business so badly. His father loved the
country and serving the foods that make us Malaysian had been a
way to unite everyone. Shiven’s father had customers from all races
such as Malays , Chinese and Indians and he had good friends and
frequent customers. No matter the difference in language, religion
and culture we are all united as one country. His father always had
a saying that he kept with him since he started the business, “The
love of one’s country is a splendid thing. But why should love stop
at the border?”. As long as we have something that defines us and
dictates what we can do, we should do it at our best.
Few years passed and Shiven took over the business with pride
and honor as a Malaysian. He and his mother continued selling the
food at the shop near to the tourist attraction Kota A Famosa. Lots
of tourists would sightsee at the attraction then enjoy some food
from his shop. Shiven handled the business until he was 71 and
then passed it on to his grandson after selling the food for 46 years.
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eventually everything was a bit clearer. A hand was then placed in
front of me. I look up and saw … Was that myself? I rubbed my
eyes. I reassured myself, ‘This is just a dream.’ I reopened my eyes,
only to see the horror of a person who identically looked like me,
right in front of my face. A doppelganger? I stood up and took a
good look at myself. I was in a schoolboy uniform. A white shirt,
black pants and a shiny pair of black shoes that looked as if it was
just polished this morning. I was about to scream when my mouth
was covered with ‘my’ hand.
The stranger pulled me away from the crowd and released me
behind a pillar that was somewhat away from other people. This
was when I bombarded the person with questions:
“Who are you and why are you in my body?”
“How did this happen?”

CRYPTIC CROSSBUCK
HIDNI BT MUHAMMAD HANIF
AINUL JAMALIAH BT ISMAIL
SM AGAMA PERSEKUTUAN
LABU, NEGERI SEMBILAN
As I stepped out of my Uber car, I brushed the dust o_ my school
uniform. It had been a while since I last came here. Now, I’m all
alone attempting to return to my school by train since everyone at
home was too busy. There I stood, on Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin
admiring the glistening details of Moorish architecture as the sun
shone upon it. The tall minarets and the beautifully made arches
were enchanting, no one would have guessed that this building was
made in the 1910’s.
I carried my luggage into the entrance of the Kuala Lumpur Railway
Station, gawking at the architecture. I love little details. To me, they
enhance everything and bring it to a whole new level. Except, this
building seemed more than just enchanting. It felt, magical. There’s
just something different about it. Getting back to my senses, my
eyes scanned the halls for my assigned platform. After a few
minutes walking, I finally found mine. I speed-walked towards it with
excitement, my bags tagging along as I pushed my way through the
crowd.
When suddenly, all I saw was black. I woke up on the cold floor, the
sound of commotion filled my ears. Everything was a blur. In
attempted to recover myself, I blinked a couple of times; and

Then, I came to my senses…“Oh my goodness, my train is leaving
in 15 more minutes!” All were answered with a grunt. After freaking
out for some time, I was so bewildered. I could not believe all of this
just happened to me. All of a sudden, my or this person’s fingers
snapped me out of my trance. Alright, let’s get this straight. How
are we going to return to our bodies?” I snorted at the hoarse voice
escaping my girl mouth. “What’s so funny?” the boy asked. I
snickered and shook my head, “Nothing, nothing.” The boy rolled
his eyes, or well, mine.
I apologised to him and my body froze abruptly as I felt a tap on my
shoulder. I turned around only to find an old man smiling at me.
“Follow me,” said the man, his voice was shaky and unclear. The
boy and I exchanged look and went after the old man who was
already far up front. We stopped at a really old platform that
probably hadn’t been used since 2000’s. Everyone was so quiet
and awkward, I could hear the pants and heavy breaths coming
from the three of us.
“Excuse me, sir. May I ask why do you take us here?” I asked the
old man. He looked at us carefully, his eyes were shining with
excitement, “It has been 60 years since this station showed its
magic,” he said, smiling.
The old man has been working here for at least for 50 years. Ever
since he was a lad, he was told about the magical stories that had
occurred to a few of the chosen people who came to the station.
He’s been here ever since he’d reached the working age. Waiting
for the day to come, the day the Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
unleashed its magic.
“What!!?” both of us exclaimed, scared look plastered on our faces.

“Is there any way to turn us back to normal, sir?” asked Ahmad.
Yes, we introduced ourselves during the 5 minute walk to this
platform. Apparently, he’s also a student.
The old man smiled, his eyes the same shape as a crescent moon,
“Yes, child, there is. But it is difficult to accomplish. You must turn
both of your hairs into a drink and drink it before the clock strikes
six,” After thanking the man, we both rushed to complete the
mission. Since both of us are boarding school students, we must
return to our own bodies before the school starts tomorrow. Ahmad
took out an empty container, the one he ate his lunch in and washed
it clean so we could use it to smash our hairs. We placed our
strands of hair and attempted to mush it into a liquid. We used
rocks, pencils, basically anything we could find but it still didn’t
work. I felt like giving up. My eyes were beginning to water. Will I
ever get my body back? Ahmad noticed this, and he stopped
smashing the hairs and comforted me by patting my back. “Hey, I’m
sorry but we’ll work this out okay?” I nodded as I wiped my tears
away. One teardrop landed into the container. The container shone,
and caught our attention. At that moment, I felt like jumping up and
down. Both of us smiled as the container was filled with black liquid.
Without wasting a second, we both drank it up. Everything went
black again. When I woke up, I saw myself in my clothes, and I
beamed.
Ahmad was beside me and we hugged. “Now, we have a train to
catch,” he said smirking. We bid each other farewell and traded
numbers. Reminiscing the magical experience, my lips curved an
unbelievable smile. This Malaysia’s heritage had done its magic,
again.
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ENGGU’S NGAJAT
FATIMAH AL-ZAHRA’ BT AZMAN
MUHAMMAD DARWIZY B.MUSTAFANI
SM AGAMA PERSEKUTUAN LABU,
NEGERI SEMBILAN
He blindly made his way to the riverbank through between the
sturdy stilts of a longhouse. Unhesitant, he dived into the frigid
stream. When he came up, he shut his eyes, refusing to see his
reflection. The boy reached for a pebble and began scrubbing his
face with it, desperate. The red mud and the mangosteen juice on

his face _owed away, as did the tears in his eyes. The pseudocosmetics hurt his pride too much.
Enggu anak Aris was born with high cheekbones, doe-like eyes and
a delicate chin, although he is a legit male. Though his looks
caused the women to fawn over him, it also raised major misfortune
with the men.
“Why are you a girlie, Enggu dearie?” “Princess Enggu, coming
through!” Such taunts have become integral to his life now.
His peers avoid him, while older boys heckle every opportunity.
Enggu ignores them, but one contemptuous comment always
bothers him.
“Enggu, a girlie can never be a warrior as the Iban should be!”
Enggu is honoured to be part of the Iban. The culture surrounding
him amaze him. He strives to be archetypal of Iban valour, but the
fact he looks womanly has become a wall, thwarting his dreams,
because nobody, not even his fellow villagers, believe he is up for
the hunt.
Excluding Mau anak Banut. She has been his best friend from
childhood and supported him relentlessly. “You’re a braver warrior
than any of those bullies can be, Enggu, I’m sure,” confided Mau
once, nodding with pride. Enggu nodded along, wishing it was true.
He stopped scrubbing, and glared balefully at his reflection. His
reverie was broken by the thuds of the village ketebung, calling the
villagers into the longhouse. Despondent, Enggu started making
his way to the village.
Out of nowhere, Mau fell into step. “Golly, preparations for Gawai!
I hope to be centre kumang this year, but…,” her voice trailed off,
her looking hopefully at Enggu. Discombobulated, Enggu
shrugged, failing to notice Mau deflating. Tuai Libau was waiting for
everybody on the mengkuang mat. His wise, bright eyes caught
Enggu’s, startling him. The Tuai’s eyes were brimming with
indescribable emotion, but Enggu detected burning hope in it.
Unfortunately, the head chief looked away before Enggu could
attempt to read anymore.
“Bait sik semua? Gawai is almost upon us, and I will be announcing
the ngajat and kumang dancers soon. For the prospective, prove
yourself, and let us elders choose who we feel best represent the
spirit of Iban passion.” The voice of the Tuai resounded throughout
the longhouse, even with how soft it was. The whole village were
silent, awestruck and attentive. Enggu felt the chief’s eyes land on
him again.
“Iban are chivalrous, strong and loyal. Whoever you are and
whatever you may look like, there is always a chance. Agi idup agi
ngelaban, kata Si Rentap. As long as you live, struggle. Strive. Let
people say what they want, but it won’t change who you are inside.
Your dreams, impian kamek juak.” The tone of Tuai Libau had
shifted, igniting a blazing passion in each of the villagers. The men
all stood straighter, while the women held their heads higher.
All except Enggu.

Enggu felt as if someone had doused him in cold water. Stunned,
yet invigorated. Tuai Libau’s words had given him an awakening.
His looks don’t affect his standing. With all he put up with, he might
as well be the most valiant warrior of his village!
Standing next to Enggu, Mau saw the _ash of fortitude spark in his
eyes, and hid her smile. “Finally, Enggu. Let’s ngajat together this
year,” whispered Mau to herself.
“Mau, see you later?” Enggu whispered and in haste made a
beeline towards Tuai Libau as the villagers dispersed. “Tuai! I
apologise for disturbing you, but…!”
The old man smiled. “Yes, Enggu?” His eyes sparkled, as if
knowing already what the boy was going to say. He probably did,
thought Enggu. “I want to perform centre ngajat this year, Tuai!” His
declaration brought a new wave of determination and anxiety over
Enggu. Can he even do this?
The chief chuckled. “We’ll have to see. For now, why don’t you
learn the ngajat with Dani, my eldest?” With that, he left Enggu,
bewildered but exhilarated. Dani anak Libau is famous for his
prowess in the warrior arts!
He ran to the river. “Mau! Kamek belaja ngajat!” The girl, who was
sitting on a rock, jumped up and hugged him, forceful and proud.
The next few weeks passed in a blur to them, Enggu practising the
ngajat, and Mau undergoing kumang training. Enggu had in_nite
untapped potential, and he flourished. By the end of training, Dani
was sure he would get the role of the central dancer. “I hereby name
Enggu anak Aris and Mau anak Banut, as central ngajat and
kumang.” Tuai Libau’s declaration was greeted by flabbergasted
gasps, but the pair beamed at each other.
The night before Gawai however, tragedy struck. “I can’t find Mau
anywhere!” Eda, her sister, wailed in distress. A search party was
sent out, but all that was found was a woven slipper stuck between
the river stones.
“I won’t dance with another kumang.” Enggu avowed, striding away,
ignoring everybody else. The Tuai sighed. “This year’s ngajat is a
lonely one.”
Enggu was formidable in gagung and sirat. As the sape dan
dedumbak struck up a beat, he stepped into the langsaran. The
fight has begun, but he was alone.
Unexpectedly, a woman swathed in kumang attire materialised out
of thin air beside him, amidst shocked gasps from the audience. It
was Mau. She smiled sweetly and danced in time with Enggu, who,
unfazed, treaded the circle, soul of a seasoned warrior radiating
from him.
As the bebenai stuttered to a halt, Mau faded away. Enggu squared
his shoulders, and stepped out of the langsaran. He faced the
crowd. Enggu, no longer a girlie, but a warrior, whose beloved
supported him from beyond. Enggu, an Iban warrior.
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Aleeya. Now Aleeya goes there alone just to remember all the
memories. One time, Rozita felt so mad that Aleeya wasted her
time there and pushed her into the river. Aleeya screamed “Rozita!
Please! I’m sorry!” and Rozita said “This is what you get for stealing
all the attention from my husband. This what you get! You and your
angelic daughter was the main focus to Johan but what about me
and Sarah? Goodbye Aleeya. Go ahead”. With that Aleeya
drowned and both of the daughters came running out. Sarah saw
what happened and started laughing and said “Hahaha! Good job
Mama. Now its this girl turn” and she pointed at Farah who was
crying next to her mother’s dead body.
Farah looked up to her stepmother and said sadly “Why would you
do this? We did everything you asked us to”. Sarah demanded her
mother to push Farah too but her mother replied “Oh no Sarah. We
can’t do that. Let her stay alive. Well for now”.

FARAH AND SARAH
QISTINA ALLYSSA BT NORISMAN
XIE ANQI
NILAI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
In a regular villa in Kuala Lumpur, lived Johan and his family. He
had two wives, Aleeya and Rozita, and each of them had a
daughter. Johan always gave more attention to Aleeya and their
little sunshine, Farah. Rozita and her daughter, Sarah often gets
jealous.
One morning, Aleeya and Farah woke up ready to start the day,
expecting the best. Instead, it turned out to be the worst. Johan
passed away that night and both of them cried while hugging the
dead body. Rozita and Sarah felt a bit sad but deep inside they
already started to plan out what they wanted Aleeya and Farah to
do.
After the funeral, both of them straight away take the charge of the
household and made orders for Aleeya and Farah to do. Sarah
ordered Farah to clean her room and Rozita made Aleeya do her
laundry. Everyday Aleeya begged Rozita to stop giving Farah a lot
of work since she is still young. “Please Rozita! I beg you to stop
this.
Just let me do all the work, don’t make Farah live like this. She’s
too young for this type of life!” begged Aleeya.
Their house was placed right next to a big river. It was a beautiful
view. Before Johan passed away, he used to spend time with

Now that both of her parents died, Farah was forced to listen to
what Rozita and Sarah. They became crueler every day. Even
though she was hurt, she was still patient and continued doing all
the work given to her. During her breaks, she went back to the river
just so that she can feel her mother and father there. She then saw
a fish and surprising the fish talked to her. The fish told her that it
was her mother talking to her. Aleeya told her daughter that she will
always be there whenever Farah needed her. One day Sarah
followed her and saw the fish and took the fish to her mother. After
Sarah told her mum the story, both of them killed the fish and
cooked it to be served to Farah. Farah was excited and finished
with the whole meal in minutes. After Farah finished eating it, Rozita
told her it was the fish and Farah cried.
The next day, Farah went back to where she buried the bones and
surprisingly saw a beautiful swing. She sat on the swing and sang
old songs that her mother sang to her when she was younger. A
prince, named Farris, who was driving his sports car around the
neighbourhood with his friends heard Farah’s voice and followed
her voice till he saw Farah on the swing singing. Farah felt like
someone followed her so she quickly ran back home. Prince Farris
straight away called his servants to find her.
His servants found her house and the prince told Rozita about
Farah and she showed Sarah instead. The prince saw Sarah and
asked them to go to the swing and sing. The problem was that the
swing didn’t move the way that Farah did. Prince Farris got mad
and demanded Rozita to tell the real truth. Rozita had no choice but
to show Farah. Farah at first did not want to meet the prince since
she heard people say that he was mean but she changed her mind
when Rozita said “It's up to you, Farah. You want to stay here and
get killed then go ahead. I wouldn’t mind”. With that Farah went to
the swing and she started to sing. The swing moved side to side

and all the people including Prince Farris was surprised. The longer
she sang, the more Prince Farris loved her. He pulled one of his
friends, and he asked: “Should I ask her to be my wife, Jasmi?”.
Jasmi replied in calmness, “Yes, your royal highness, Farris. She
seems to be a special type that you have been finding for”. Finally,
Prince Farris gave Farrah a flower and ask her to be his wife. From
that, both Princess Farah and Prince Farris lived in the castle
together.
One day Farah was manipulated by Rozita and was told to hang an
axe in front of the entrance of her husband's room. The axe hit her
husbands left eye and made a mark. Farah realized what she had
done and found out that she was ready to be sentenced to death.
Before she was about to be hit, a huge storm started and she got
out of the platform, and ran to the swing and started singing. The
storm continued and one of the servants said it was Rozita. Prince
Farris called Rozita to be executed and then Farah told him to stop.
She said that she had forgiven Rozita. Prince Farris said “ Alright
sweetheart, but if she repeats her horrible behaviour towards you,
then I will have to execute her”. Farah hugged Rozita and forgave
her. That night everyone slept with the feeling of happiness and
calm.
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letter; it has a Malaysian stamp with a picture of a Hornbill. Although
it was tempting to read the letter first, I decided to open the parcel.
Carefully opening it, inside were familiar herbs and spices. I
recognised and could name some – Galanggal and Pandan leaves.
From that alone I could guess who this letter was from, but reading
its contents confirmed it.
“My dearest daughter, How are you? Living so far away, you must
miss home. Are you doing well? How are your studies? And are
you eating well? Have you finally found a boyfriend? Ah-Ling,
please come home and visit when you are free, I will cook your
favourite dishes, like the Asam Laksa. I still remember the first time
you tried it when you were 7, and it was the only thing you would
eat then. What a silly child you were! Such a picky eater. By the
way, I sent you a parcel of herbs to make some Peranakan dishes.
Living so far away, you must be eating potatoes all day! Do tell me
about it all!
Live well and eat well, bye!
Love, your mother”

HOME
LIM SIEW JIUN
SMK SEKSYEN 3, BANDAR KINRARA,
SELANGOR
It was a cosy Sunday morning; warm sunlight sifted through the
window onto the wrinkled sheets of my bed. I writhed as I stretched
and yawned, forcing myself to get out of bed and freshen up before
I lazily trudged into the kitchen. I made a quick breakfast; a simple
ham and eggs with coffee.
Crisp, crackling sounds can be heard as I unfolded the daily paper,
I took a while of the musky aroma of coffee. The scent lingers in the
brisk morning air as I savoured its bitter-sweet warmth. It isn’t the
best breakfast, but I no longer have the luxury of someone –
namely, my mother – to cook my meals and satisfy my particular
cravings. I especially miss my mother’s unique cooking, being of
Peranakan descent, there are many dishes like Cincalok - a shrimp
dish - or Cap Cai – a stir-fried vegetable dish - that I greatly miss
along with the memories I have associated them with. I regret not
learning many Peranakan recipes from her, but it was too late for
me when I realised I took her love for granted.
Halfway through my meal, my train of thoughts got interrupted by
the sound of a knock from the apartment door. My slipper-clad feet
shuffled against the carpet floor as I approached the front door. I
was greeted by Germany’s cold morning air and a postman with a
letter and parcel in hand. ‘How curious,’ I wondered to myself as I
carried the surprisingly light parcel with the letter. I inspected the

I sighed as i placed the letter gently onto a table. A contented smile
spread across my face as I reminisced the time I went home crying
due to the teasing of other students; my mother made me Asam
Laksa that day. She comforted me as I slurped the translucent
white rice noodles and tasted the delicious spicy-sour soup. For a
moment I could feel the warmth of the past, and suddenly the cool
air here seemed far too cold.
Oh how I craved for my mother’s Otak-otak; a dish involving placing
the pieces of fish and spice paste wrapped in banana leaves over
a grill.
And how my mouth watered at the memory of the Laksa Lemak
she’d make me almost every day of the week as breakfast. Even
when I was late for school, I could never resist taking at least 3 bites
before rushing to school. Looking at myself now, I have lost a lot of
weight. But I didn’t want her to worry about me, and I usually don’t
have the time to write, much less visit her. Sometimes I
communicate with her through the Internet, but she doesn’t like
using it and prefers ‘the old-fashioned way’; through letters. I
usually don’t write her letters but after this, how could I not do so?
After storing away the herbs and spices, I planned a trip back to
Malacca on a calendar. I then sat on my desk, and began to prepare
a letter to my mother. Before I started writing, I decided to call my
mother. A joyful voice picked up the line. Speaking in Hokkien, my
mother’s vivacious energy made me smile as I chatted with her for
the first time in a while. How I miss home; how I had neglected it.
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Georgetown, the ever-bustling city; a city I have vowed to never
return to. Now, due to my career, I find myself back in my hometown
a month later.
“Out of all the cities to move to, they picked this place?
Unbelievable!” I moaned out in despair as the cursed name proudly
presented itself in the address of the office’s new building.
Regardless of how much I did not want to accept this cruel fate, I
could not hold back the beatific expression on my face when I stole
a glance at the delectable variety of kuih-muihs laid out by a Pakcik
selling local snacks across the street. I would be doomed if there
was a zombie apocalypse and no one to sell these unique delights.
I slowly made my way to him, drawn as if the little morsels of
delicacies were calling out to me desperately under the blazing
Penang sun. I eagerly picked out a few to take away, not wanting
to eat it immediately and risk being burnt by the deadly laser in the
sky. After paying for it, I happily carried my bundle of joy; the pink
plastic bag swinging gently in my hand and my footsteps growing
lighter with each step I take as I hummed a tune.

CHAMPION
HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
TAN LI ANN
SARA SAFIA BT MASIRI
SMK SULTAN ABDUL SAMAD
PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR
I glanced up. The hour hand of my office clock clicked once,
indicating that work would be over in an hour. It has been a cloudy
day, as I looked back on past events that happened today, it
seemed so long. My eyes shifted from the clock to the dreaded look
on my employees’ faces, languidly typing away in their tiny
cubicles. People often gossiped about me, it could not be helped.
After all, having just passed my 34th birthday, I am the one who
dominated the global market at such a young age. Little did they
know, the route to the top was not easy at all.
A knock on my door snapped me back to reality. I straightened out
my posture, unconsciously drawing in a deep breath. “Come in,” I
said. My secretary, Miss An, walked in briskly, her heels tapping
softly on the designer wooden floor. She gave me a quick smile and
handed me a crisp white envelope. Before leaving, she reminded
me that I would be relocated to the new branch next month as well
as stating that the address and further details were contained in the
letter. I gave my spacious office room a quick glance before closing
the door behind me, ready to be welcomed by the warm embrace
of a long weekend...

Familiar faces crowded the quaint streets of Georgetown; the
cheeky smiles on children as they clung on to their parents’ hands,
tugging in the direction of that toy shop that has been around since
forever. Some laughing with glee when their parents unwillingly
followed them into the shop; the others whining and pouting in
anger as their request was declined, hinting their parents to brace
themselves for a tantrum in full public view; cheers coming from a
group of rowdy young boys as they headed for the field nearby,
earning glances from the elders around and the usual group of
tourists with their cameras shuffling in a narrow line behind a tour
guide, capturing moments to reminisce it when they return back
home. As a Malaysian, I could not help but to pull out my chest in
pride. “Malaysia has definitely undergone an evolution.”, I silently
thought to myself with a grin on my face. Such a picturesque town
with so many stories. Being one to believe that sometimes
memories are the worst form of torture, I cannot help but to wonder,
are they happy?
* **
“But father!” “That’s enough Boon! You will not migrate abroad and
you will take over my business! That’s final!” my father raised his
voice at me. Incoherent sobs left my mouth at his harsh tone. I felt
my eyes smarting. For the umpteenth time, I tried persuading my
father to allow me to go to a new country. I felt like a caged bird, I
wanted to explore. Hopeless and tired, my stubbornness got the
best of me. I packed my bags, broke my sacred piggy bank, and
left home in the ungodly hours of dawn. My mother’s tears and my
father’s anguished cries were my last memories of them, before I
stormed out of the house, venturing into the unknown. It was not
easy to track me. I fled to Johor at the young age of 21, just upon
turning into an adult. I worked at every place possible, you name it,

I have done it. Five years later, I finally saved enough funds to
further my studies in university, and graduated with a degree soon
after. All my hard work in university paid off, by earning me an
impressive resume which landed me a well-paid job.
* **
My tracks slowed down as a familiar sight stood before me. The
building which once was a thriving coffee shop, packed with
customers, filled with happy chatter and the clinking of cups, now
appeared old and silent. Nothing stirred in the abandoned shop,
where friendships were made, and relationships broke.
Succumbing to my curiosity, I entered the vacant space, sneezing
upon inhaling the dust. The shop had boards with bold Chinese
letterings on the wall, like those mounted in a traditional Chinese
coffee shop, but why am I so intrigued by it?
“Woah!” I let out a shriek before I slipped and quickly regained my
step, feeling startled by the sudden inconvenience. Huffing in
annoyance, I looked for the cause of it. I gasped, it’s a vintage black
and white picture, of a family my family.
Every place is special, people come and go, but whatever that
happened, will remain with us until we forget. Georgetown is my
time capsule; it is a town that serves as a heritage with the same
function in the past and present to create memories.
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As they tasted the food, most of the guest had shown obvious
resentment towards the food served for them. They didn’t
appreciate the hard work that was put into preparing the dishes for
that gathering.
The Bumiputeras and the Chinese returned home, wanting to host
their own gathering in order to showcase their colourful and unique
heritage to the others.
They didn’t realise that they have hurt the feelings of the Indians,
who were just trying to be warm and welcoming towards their
guests. They have made a decision to attempt to be open towards
the other races.

HOW WE BECOME ONE
WAN NURHUSNINA WAN
ABDUL RAHIM
LABUAN, INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Once upon a time, our land was ruled by a powerful king. With bold
black stripes, beautiful tanned skin, piercing golden eyes and a
voice that powers over all, he was known as “Harimau”.
Harimau was a very strict ruler. Despite that, he also believed that
merging with other strong leaders will help to further develop his
kingdom. He opened up new opportunities while exploring many
ways to strengthen his kingdom.His kingdoms’ subjects got along
very well. They were known as the Indians. Their land was
governed by a responsible leader who cared about their well being.
As time goes by, Harimau realised that he had to expand his reign.
With that, he decided to invite his friends’ people for a gathering in
his land. His dear friends were the Hornbill and the Tapir. Hornbill
was a fair leader who has ruled his land for many years while Tapir
ruled over a community of people that were of different races and
cultures. Tapir called his people 'The Bumiputeras’ while Hornbill
called his people 'The Chinese’.
Days later, Hornbill and Tapir’s people arrived in Harimau’s land.
When they arrived, the Indians welcomed them warmly with their
cultural dance and served them their traditional food.
Not wanting to offend the Indians, The Bumiputeras and the
Chinese greeted them warmly with false smiles and fake wishes.

As the gatherings continued to go on at different locations, the
races came to a conclusion that they cannot get along with each
other due to their different culture, heritage as well as beliefs.
Representatives from each race came to meet with their leaders,
refusing to merge together. Dumbfounded and bewildered,
Harimau and Hornbill continued to rack their brain to figure out how
to solve this predicament.
After a long while, they realised that Tapir has been ruling over
people who were of many different races and heritage. They finally
came up to Tapir to ask him how he brought his people together.
Tapir finally explained. He simply told them that no matter what
race, colour, belief, religion, culture or heritage, all these people are
merely humans.
They are all the same species. They live and breathe the same air.
So why should they be so closed o_ and narrow minded towards
others when they are all the same?
This was the mind set of his people towards each other. They learnt
to accept each other’s differences as well as live harmoniously
together. As Tapir finished explaining, Harimau and Hornbill
devised a plan to bring their people together.
They called the representatives of each race and explained to them
the importance of acceptance amongst themselves. The
representatives declined the idea of merging with the other races
but after a while they began to warm up to the idea.
The representatives started to build close and strong relations with
each other, sharing their culture and heritage. When they joined
their group, they taught their individual groups about appreciating
the diversity of different cultures and the importance of having an
open mind. They were all reluctant about this new belief but they
gave it a try anyways.
They had more gatherings at the different location, sharing their
culture and heritage with each other while being open to different
beliefs. They were finally getting along with each other. As time

passed by, Harimau, Tapir and Hornbill finally merged their land to
become the place we call home.
Malaysia’s flora and fauna are as diverse and unique as its culture
and heritage. It took a long time to build trust and friendship
amongst all the races but it was worth it. The result is a beautiful,
diverse and unique country with many different attractions which is
based around our diverse culture.
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was long forgotten. The courtyard was filled with vines and shrubs,
the tower was magnificent though. It stood tall on a hill and on the
hill side was stones arranged together to form this Kellie’s Castle. I
stood still like a log there, mesmerised by the mysterious folly in
front of me and wondered why I didn’t notice such a beautiful
building in my own hometown. Suddenly a lightning stuck the
midnight sky. I looked up to see a full moon shining pearly white
onto the castle. “Go home,” my heart begged. It was midnight by
the time I eventually reached home.
The next day I told my friends James and Cass, about the ‘newly
found’ castle. James said we should really go and check out that
mansion so Cass did a research and found out details of what we
were about to deal with. It turned out that the unfurnished ruined
mansion was built by a Scottish planter named William KellieSmith. According to the blog we read, it was a gift for his wife or a
home for his son.

MAGNIFICENT IN INCOMPLETENESS
DAING NOR’ AINA ‘ADAWIYYAH BT ZAILANI
HANIYYAH BT AHMAD HILMI
SM AGAMA PERSEKUTUAN LABU
NEGERI SEMBILAN
“Run! Get out of here!” I screamed.
We ran as fast as the wind but still, the black ghostly figure kept
chasing us. We had to outrun him. As I led my friends, James and
Cass, short for Cassandra, through dark rooms and ruins, hoping
to confuse the black ghost of this haunted castle. I should have
known something smelled _shy the moment we stepped our feet
into this castle ground. I could feel the cold night air as we ran
through shadowed corridors and through the big courtyard.
“There!” shouted Cass as she saw the silhouette of the big, lavish
gates framed by two scary dead oak trees. The mysterious shadow
was catching up on us.
The night was windy and cold. Goosebumps met my arms as I rub
them. I was just an average high school boy living in Batu Gajah,
Perak. I was walking home from my taekwondo class down the
street. My mom couldn’t pick me up because she had some work
that night. I was listening to my favourite tunes and by the time I
realised, I was walking down a lane – unrecognisable lane. I looked
to my left and there it was, the biggest, eerie castle I had ever seen.
Some said it was a movie set. It was unfurnished and looked like it

“Wow, he sure is rich!” exclaimed James. We continued our
reading. In 1909 William built his first mansion Kella’s House which
was so unique and bizarre that it was even mentioned in the
London Financier newspaper. After the reading, we realised we
might find priceless antique ruins that could be our fortunes.
We decided to visit the site at dusk. We were all hyped about
tonight. I brought along only few things that I thought essential.
We met at the Kinta District, with torchlights ready.
“Guys, I don’t think we should do this. Something smells _shy.”
Suddenly Cass said as we were about to climb the gates and the
air suddenly turned drastically cold.
“Are you kidding me? We are already here, don’t chicken out.” I
said.
“Okay _ne. We will go in for half an hour and then come out. Deal?”
Cass said as she let out an exasperated sigh. As we had
successfully climbed the rusty gates, we quickly walked through the
courtyard, and into the castle. I just shook away the fear that crept
within me. Adrenaline rushed through all of us as the wild shrub
near James rustled. We waited for a while and out jumped a wild
black cat in front of us and disappeared behind a stone.
The big doorway was covered in ivy and the walls weren’t painted
at all. We could see the stones and cements of the outer castle
walls and it was just magnificent to behold. I couldn’t believe my
eyes. I did a research on my own at home before coming to this
castle. All the bricks and marble used for this magnificent castle
were imported from India.

Included in the blueprint of this 6-storey high tower was Malaysia’s
first elevator, an indoor tennis court and a rooftop courtyard for
entertainment. As we continued venturing the castle, we found
many extraordinary findings. We discovered unfurnished rooms
one after another. We could imagine all the lavish decorations and
sculptures inside the castle walls if it was meant to be completed.
We even found the elevator shaft that was supposed to be the first
in Malaysia. Some also believed that there was a tunnel built to the
temple from the castle. Kellie’s Castle was also reputed to be one
of the most five scariest places and a number of visitors had
claimed witnessing wandering apparitions of the family who once
lived in this castle and remembering about that made me break out
into cold sweat. I was alone in one of the rooms meant for Helen,
one of William Smith’s children. I was about to dash for the nearest
exit when suddenly Cass appeared. The icy cold sensation that
enveloped the room abruptly gone.
I decided to spend some more time exploring alone. I stumbled
upon a plaque that helped me piece together my brief personal
paranormal experience. The apparitions that people claim to have
witnessed was said to resemble a 6-year old child with curly hair,
in white dress hovering near the windows of this room. I quickly
went to the other room to find James and Cass. We were in the
long corridor where some witnessed the ghost of William Smith to
be wandering around and that was where I sensed something was
out of place. I looked back and sure enough, there was a black
figure coming closer to us. “Run!” I screamed and without noticing
we were already in front of the gates where we first entered.
Even it was a scary, mysterious ruin, Kellie’s Castle has its own
heritage values.
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MALAYSIAN FOOD
JANICE OO JIE TING
LOOCHANA SANGAR
JEONG YOONCHAE
NILAI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Saturday, 12 May 2017
Dear Diary,
Sorry, I haven’t written for ages, but there’s been nothing good going
on... until now...Remember I took part in an initiative last month at
catering college, where I got to know people from other countries and
exchange recipes? Well, Ali was one of them and is from Malaysia. The
Summer we were promised isn’t going to appear and I’d really like to
see Ali, so guess what? I’m going to Malaysia to see him! He’s promised
me a culinary adventure and says the food in his country’s the best in
the world. Everyone says that don’t they? Well, we’ll see then! I’ve done
some research and booked a ticket, I’m so excited!!
After packing my luggage, I’m on my way to the airport!
Sunday, 13 May 2017
Dear Diary,
The fight was _ne but the food not great - what a surprise! I’ve read
that high altitudes dampen your taste buds but then I got Ali’s house. As
I entered dinner was ready. The Asam Laksa was scorching,
scrumptious and spicy; a combination of spiciness and sourness. It was
indescribably good! Ali explained that it can be bought in most of the
Malay, Chinese and Indian shops. Fresh ingredients are needed to
produce the best taste of it, Including Polygonum leaves, gingers, thick
rice noodles etc. You need to mix all of the ingredients and simmer
them. It is eaten by everyone in Malaysia. It is so popular because of
the spice. I have a new favourite food. Tired from the journey and have
a fully tummy so need to sleep now.

Monday, 14 May 2017
Dear Diary,
Ali served me an American Breakfast before he went to college. He
explained that you can get this in many eating places in Malaysia. I
thought it would just be South East Asian food here, but he explained
you can get food from all over the World!
He’s back from college and we are going to his Chinese friend’s
house…
He introduced us: “Mei Li, meet Laura. Laura, meet Mei Li”. They were
having Chinese New Year with their traditional clothes, embroidered
with rubies and diamonds. Not sure if they’re fake or real, fascinating
though. Everyone sat round the table enjoying the meal. My favourite
was fried rice. It’s stir-fried in a wok and is mixed with eggs, vegetable
or meat. No one understood my excitement - apparently it’s eaten in
daily life here.
Back at Ali’s house and we have a visitor. Kumari, a Malaysian Indian.
She said “Hey! So is this Laura? Come on! Let’s go! Mamak!” (What is
a Mamak?)
We just had some Roti Canai for a snack, with the accompaniment of
Milo. Roti Canai is a light-brown-coloured flatbread, with some dark
brown coloured spots, which produces a wonderful aroma. When I put
it in to my mouth, I sensed the smell of fresh dough, and when I put it
into my mouth it was a little crunchy.
Apparently it’s a common dish and you can get at Mamak (Indian)
Stalls. Everyone in Malaysia eats it and it comes with a tasty gravy,
called ‘dhal’.”
Tuesday, 15 May 2017
Dear Diary,
Ali said, “we will go to KLCC, which has a very famous building in
Malaysia.
Before we go, we have to eat Char Kuay Teow (which is a Chinese
food), for our breakfast. We sat round the table to enjoy our breakfast,
like we did when we had Monday lunch. There are so many kinds of
noodles!! Char Kway Teow was served on a piece of banana leaf on a
plate to enhance the aroma of the noodles. It tasted salty and sweet, I
like its soy sauce taste and he fried it in a big wok with shrimp, egg and
some vegetables.
12:00 pm
At KLCC I had my first simple meal in Malaysia. Just kopi dan biskut
(Co_ee and Biscuit!!).
We had Won Ton Mee and met Min Ho, a Korean, and a Japanese girl,
Nozomi. Nozo was a curious girl. She asked a lot of questions about
Won Ton Mee. Won Ton Mee is a typical Malaysian Chinese food. It is
a type of noodles, which can be either be used in soup or fried,
containing dumplings. It can be found in Chinese shops and can also
be eaten daily as a meal. I’m totally in love with noodles, there seems
to be a different type for every day of the year! After that, we went for
some “window-shopping”.
Wednesday, 16 May 2017
Dear Diary,
Ali woke me up and said that we will have a day out with “the gang”.
Not sure what “the gang” means, but presumably, some of the people
I’ve met so far. I do hope there’ll be more amazing food!

We arrived at a Hawker Centre - all types of Malaysians were there:
Malay, Chinese and Indian, as well as people from many countries. The
atmosphere was hot, yet it just contributed to the atmosphere of the
Hawker Centre. How can I describe it? I’ve never experienced anything
like it, not even work experience in a hotel kitchen. Sellers and workers
were working in a frenzy of pots and pans with heat from their single
burners adding to the heat of the day. There seemed like a thousand
stands with a bewildering array of choices and each one had its own
speciality. I wanted to try everything. Customers were shouting orders
to the stall holders who were shouting back ‘want it spicy?’, “which
noodles with that?’ etc. ‘One that was loudest stall holders was shouting
was Mee Goreng! “Come get it - delicious!” After another delicious
noodle experience, we went to the beautiful seaside. Here, there were
some strange foods that I’ve never seen before. It was laid on a plate in
the shape of a flower. I really wanted to try this food! I asked Ali, “What
is that food? I want to try it!”
“Oh, that one is Satay, it is a popular Malay food. We bought a lot of
Satay. It was skewered grilled meat, served with
various sauces. I tried all kinds of sauces, but my favourite was the
combination of soy and peanut sauce. Ali said, it’s a popular street
food and can be made with diced or sliced chicken, mutton, beef, pork,
fish, other meats or tofu. Dinner was Nasi Lemak.
I can’t believe it’s taken me this long to try it as it seems to be THE dish
of Malaysia and you can buy it literally EVERYWHERE. People eat it
mostly for breakfast, which seems really weird but the more I see it, the
more I wish we had this type of breakfast dish at home. Malaysia has
so many good ideas about how food should be. It can be served with
di_erent types of chicken but it has to have rice and sauce with eggs,
cucumber, anchovies and peanuts. It’s wrapped with a piece of banana
leaf to increase the aroma. It was soooo tasty! I liked the spicy sauce
the most, known as “sambal”. I think that’s probably the key to a
delicious Nasi Lemak. I have to have the recipe!
Dear Diary,
Thursday, 17 May 2017
The last part of my culinary adventure was today before I have to go
back tomorrow and I tasted some Malaysia’s tropical fruits - durian and
mango. Firstly, the durian was a little bit weird to me because of its
overpowering smell. It seemed to say, “I’m the king of fruits! Try me!”
The taste was like nothing I’d ever tasted and so different from what I’d
expected. The mango was especially sweet. Actually, I’ve eaten it back
home, but the taste of imported mango and Malaysia’s was a million
times better. Malaysian mango tastes fresher, as it is produced right
here. I desperately wanted to bring some back for everyone at home to
try!
Oh, there’s something I nearly forgot. That was “pisang goreng” that Ali
gave me. It’s a snack food made of banana, being deep fried. It may be
served with cheese or chocolate, or if you prefer original, no toppings
should be added. That was really sweet. The combination of cheese
and fried banana was absolutely intriguing.
I hope Ali comes to see me soon then I can show him some Western
dishes. I just don’t think they’ll be any match for Malaysian food and I
can’t wait to come back one day and try everything else!
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chant. That moment was most memorable for the people.” Grandpa
looking at me with tears of joy in his wide eyes.
“How was life in the village? “I asked. Grandpa grabbed my hand
and said “Life was simple in the village. Vast stretches of green padi
field and rubber and coconut plantations. There is also an amazing
variety of tropical plants, animals and birds. All these add vividness
to the features of this land. Father and son casting nets out to the
sea.
Children chasing each other happily, topless only in their shorts.
While some are playing the ‘congkak’ or ying the kites.”
It shows the people living here are peace loving and hospitable.
Malays, Chinese, Indians and many other races live together in
peace, each race following its own custom and religion. There is no
scarcity on food and the people are fond of luxury.

MY NATIVE LAND-MALAYA
NATHANIA CHIENG SHAO YIN
JEWEL CHIENG SHAO LI
LABUAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
My native land is Malaya, a small independent and one of the
loveliest country in the world. It is today part of Malaysia.
One rainy day last year, while grandpa was visiting us, I saw him
sitting in the terrace lost in thought, day dreaming. Curiously to
know, I walked over and asked him, “Grandpa are you alright? “
Grandpa looked at me with a smile and said, “I am alright. I was
just thinking of my childhood days in the village and how we
obtained our Independence Day.”
Malaysia achieved independence almost six decades ago with the
colonial powers like the British, Dutch and Portuguese leaving
behind their legacy through the many buildings built during the preindependence days. These heritage buildings exude their own
emotions through their unique historical identity. Hence, the
conservation of heritage buildings is pertinent, especially in
enhancing the society’s knowledge on history.
“Did you know that on 30th August, Malaysia’s then Prime Minister,
Tunku Abdul Rahman took to the Royal Selangor Club Padang,
known as the Merdeka Square and raised the Flag of Malaya at the
stroke of midnight. The morning after, Tunku Abdul Rahman read
aloud the Proclamation of Independence, followed by seven chants
of Merdeka, with the crowd at the square joining following each

The relationship that develops among the people from common
understanding in a multi-racial community, makes life in such a
community very exciting. Any celebration of any race becomes a
celebration of all the other races. I then begin to think of the
liveliness of every festival. Everyone is in a happy mood, wearing
their best clothes, a spread of delicious delicacies and full of
colours. Thus, there is a lot of fun and excitement during every
celebration. In this way, better understanding is promoted among
the people of the world.
The Malaysian heritage represents a bygone era, and the innate
characteristics and values of a society and nation that brings joy
and beauty. I am indeed proud to live in such a country.
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OF FAITH AND BETRAYAL
JARED LIM HENG GHEE
NOR ALEEYA QISTINA BT MOHAMMAD ARIF
SMK SEKSYEN 3
BANDAR KINRARA, SELANGOR
Legends. Legends spread far and thin, shared in both illustration
and verbal form. We often associate legends with something
magical. Many legends operate under the realm of uncertainty,
giving listeners or readers a reason to doubt its authenticity. Yet, I
f given a chance to relive a past incident, would you accept such
an offer? If you are, then be ready, for this is unlike the legends
you’ve heared from your parents, or read in fables .This story that I
will share with you tells of impressive feats of strength, cunning,
intelligence, conspiracies and hopefully, a bit of magic. Besides, it’s

not every day you read a story about the legendary Hang Tuah and
his faithful companions from someone involved in the tale itself.
Cool gentle breeze brushed against Hang Tuah’s hair, as he sat
valiantly atop his horse, recollecting the incidents of the past month.
He had been sent to Pahang to persuade Her Majesty, Princess
Tun Teja who was already engaged ,to elope with him. He had
done so under the demand of Sultan Mahmud Syah, who wanted
to marry the princess. Knowing well enough that she would
disagree, he deceived her into thinking that she would be married
to himself. Hang Tuah can still feel her wrathful glare on him from
behind.She didn’t take the truth of his deception too kindly. He
found little comfort in thinking he had deceived an innocent woman
for his Sultan. He gripped the Kris of Taming Sari, of which he was
bestowed upon after defeating a warrior in Majapahit. In hopes it’ll
give him the strength to overcome his guilt.Said to grant its wielder
with physical invulnerability, he still felt no better. In Pahang,a
sultan received news of his fiance’s betrayal.
His heart and pride scarred beyond repair. Angrily,Megat Panji
Alam swore revenge against Sultan Mahmud Syah.
Death came swiftly to all that tried.“This has been the _fth attempt
this week” said Hang Jebat in exasperation. Hang Tuah and Hang
Jebat had thwarted attempts on the Sultan’s life. The ones that
were unfortunate enough to live longer than most admitted to doing
so for Megat Panji Alam. Months had passed since Hang Jebat and
Hang Kasturi had successfully prevented a war by assassinating
Megat Panji Alam before he and his army of 4000 men could wreak
havoc in Malacca. “If only the rest of our companions were around
to aid us”sighed Hang Tuah in despair. Hang Lekiu,Lekir and
Kasturi were assigned as admirals in Malacca’s Naval Army to
protect the seas from the escalating threat of pirates. “There has to
be a way to lure all these threats out of hiding without endangering
the Sultan’s life. They’d be much bolder in your absence” joked
Hang Jebat.But Hang Tuah couldn’t entertain the poorly-thought
humor of his companion, instead,he had an epiphany.“I have a
plan”he declared. Hang Jebat looked on with curiosity. “But you
wouldn’t like it” he continued deviously.
“What?!” thundered Sultan Mahmud Syah angrily. Rumors of Hang
Tuah’s alleged affair with a ‘dayang’ had reached the Sultan.
Enraged, by the news,he immediately ordered the execution of
Hang Tuah,without neither trial nor investigation. The Chief
Minister, tasked with the duty of executing Hang Tuah,felt
displeased with the Sultan’s judgment. After an effortless arrest,
Chief Minister Putih insisted on privately carry out the deed alone
in a remote region of Malacca. With Hang Tuah’s hands tied behind
his back and sweat-streaked face facing the hot, blazing Sun at the
edge of a cliff, Chief Minister Putih raised a dagger. “Forgive me my
lord” he muttered indistinctly and brought the dagger down toward
his mark. He had done as instructed.
News of his best friends death sent him reeling in a sea of misery
and regret. Hang Jebat knew exactly who to blame.

For weeks he tried to contain his rage. Inevitably being consumed
by hatred and anger, he broke into the palace’s safe room, and
stole the Kris of Taming Sari.He will avenge his friend…The royal
palace tore into a frenzy of terrified screams and chaotic uproar, as
Hang Jebat began slashing wildly upon anyone he came across,
be it dignitaries or palace guards.
No one could stop him with the legendary kris in his hands. Like a
shadow, he disappeared and reappeared in various locations in the
palace with no one knowing where he would go to next. Inside the
royal hall, panicked officials began chanting prayers while Sultan
Mahmud Syah began shouting orders to his men to seal the doors.
Chief Minister Putih stood defiant amidst the chaos and whispered
into the Sultan’s ear. After unbelievably digesting the words of Chief
Minister Putih, albeit reluctant, the Sultan agreed. There in the
crowd, one of the palace guards revealed himself to be none other
than Hang Tuah upon spotting the signal from his friend. Chief
Minister Putih admitted to letting Hang Tuah live and disguised him
as a palace guard the whole time. “I will not fail you my
lord!”boomed Hang Tuah across the hall. With that, he went out to
face his adversary, his best friend. Seven days the sound of
clashing steel and angry grunts filled the palace, until Hang Jebat
was fatally wounded.
Managing to escape the palace, he ran amok massacring innocents
in the city centre before finally dying in the comforting arms of Hang
Tuah. Hang Tuah was granted full amnesty for his bravery. Two
months later, Dang Wangi,a lady of the Chief Minister’s son, gave
birth to Hang Jebat’s son. Being an illegitimate son, Hang Tuah was
ordered to throw the baby into the sea. At the docks, cradling the
baby, he remembered killing his life-long friend, only he didn’t.It was
all a ruse.He staged his own accusation of having an affair. Chief
Minister Putih was convinced beforehand to let Hang Tuah live.All
for the sole-purpose of luring the late Megat Panji Alam’s men out
of hiding. Hang Tuah conducted his investigations on dignitaries
and the common folk they’ve been in contact with discreetly,
managing to find the wolves among the sheep.
Hang Jebat was informed of who they were and killed them under
the guise of going wild. Hang Tuah now handed the baby to the
captain of a ship bound to Singapore.
Under a shady tree, where the orange ball of flame sinked into the
ocean, coloring the sky in hues of tangerine, sat Hang Jebat
patiently awaiting the arrival of his son. You, dear readers, must
now be wondering where I fit in this story?
Well, my name is Nadim, son of Hang Jebat. This was 20 years
ago. Now it’s my turn to create a legend of my own.
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reminisced her past with this rice barrel. It was a bad harvesting
year for her and grandpa. Working under the scorching sun with no
visit paid by the Rain God for three months, the parched paddy
fields could not be cultivated and other crops could not be yielded
too. They barely had enough food to put on the table. Grandpa was
in anguish all the time, kept sighing of his bad luck while sitting in
front of the shabby hut to wait for the rain coming. Grandma who
was observing grandpa’s acts, whining at times too especially when
she saw the empty bottom of the rice barrel. There was a belief
among Chinese that filling up the rice barrel was crucial to make a
family survive. With an empty rice barrel, a feeling of hopelessness
kept haunting their minds. They could not even sleep well at night.

1ST RUNNER UP RICE BARREL
LAU CHIAN NEE
WONG SHIN YAU
SMK TUNG HUA, SIBU, SARAWAK
I enjoyed most of the tranquil moments with Grandma. She loved
to share her past to me and I listened to those as my lullabies most
of the nights. Among all those stories she narrated, the last
captured my attention the most. It was at the night before she was
on her deathbed. She narrated the story about her and her antique
wooden rice barrel. The rice barrel was Grandma’s precious
treasure. It had always been placed beside the rocking chair that
she was lounging on. The lid and the curved body of the rice barrel
seemed glittering all the time as it was polished by her countless
hand touch at leisure. It was her memory with Grandpa. No one
was allowed to touch on it and the story behind it. There was one
time I purposely dropped some breadcrumbs on the lid to trap some
ants. When she noticed my silly act, she frowned at me and swiftly
picked a wiping cloth to remove the dirt. I remember how the deep
lines around her eyes spoilt her pretty kind face at that moment.
Since then, I realised I could never come in contact with the rice
barrel.
At that moonless night, Grandma lazed herself on the rocking chair
while listening to her favourite Chinese oldies. She got me on her
lap, placed my little white hand on the lid of the rice barrel and
asked me feel the warmth of the rice barrel. Her unexpected act
completely bewildered me. I did not voice out my confusion over
her act, but nodded my head as I felt the same as she felt. She

It was at one midnight when grandma broke down in tears as
having a trauma after two weeks of starving. She felt hard to ignore
the hunger pangs. She lifted the wooden rice barrel, put it on her
shoulder and intended to get it sold to the rich in the town. The
wooden rice barrel was the only valuable item inherited by
Grandpa’s ancestors from China. She suggested her idea to
Grandpa for many times but her idea was rejected. Grandpa said
that the family would ruin if they were unable to keep the rice barrel
for descendants.
Carrying a rice barrel weighed 10 kilograms was not easy for a
skinny and diminutive woman. She walked on her bare feet on the
rough stony path, leading to the house of the village head, Kwong.
She dragged her feet for nearly one hour before she reached
Kwong’s house. She knocked the door and cried for help. Kwong
with her sweet-looking wife, Niang, opened the door hastily and
asked for the reason she came at that hour. Grandma shed tears
in despair. She told them her adversity and begged them to buy her
rice barrel. Kwong listened to grandma’s request attentively while
Niang was attending to her wound on feet.
Grandpa arrived at Kwong’s house half an hour after he found that
Grandma was missing together with the rice barrel. He got his
instinct right when he reached Kwong’s house. Grandma was
scared to death when she saw Grandpa’s arrival at the door. She
knelt down and pleaded to Grandpa for forgiving her desperate act.
Kwong and Niang were touched when they saw this couple.
Without hesitation, they dragged their last bag of rice from their
kitchen, opened it and emptied the bag into Grandpa’s rice barrel.
The rice barrel was filled in full in a minute. The racing sound and
good smell of the rice got Grandpa and Grandma in awe of the
kindness manifested by Kwong and Niang. Kwong and Niang
believed that Grandpa and Grandma would be able to survive the
hardships with this full barrel of rice.
Tears of joy rolled down their eyes. They hugged each other for the
gentle kind act. Indeed, it was that barrel of rice made Grandpa and

Grandma survive that year. Maybe filing full of the rice barrel have
really brought Grandpa and Grandma the good luck. The year after
that was a good harvesting year. Grandpa reaped tons of rice and
he was even made the excessive rice sold to other small towns.
This was how he started to venture in his rice business and finally
became a successful business tycoon in his fifties. Grandma told
us that she would never forget the kindness shown by Kwong and
Niang. Their kindness could be repaid if they worked hard to
replenish the rice barrel to full every day. The rice barrel reminded
them to work diligently on their paddy field which finally made them
successful.
You are able to see this rice barrel as one of the exhibits in the
World Fuzhou Heritage Gallery in Sibu. Grandma donated it to the
Foochow Association before she drew her last breath. She hoped
that people could get the real meaning behind the heritage. It is not
the age that makes a heritage worth to be preserved, but the quality
manifested by the inherited item that matters the most.
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nodding approvingly at me. I loved to make Ah Ma happy because
it meant another steady supply of sweets to last the week. Ba was,
of course, quite unhappy because he was a strict disciplinarian. Too
much indulgence could turn his Ah Girl into a spoilt brat. However,
I was fairly good throughout my childhood days. I could not possibly
be too prim and proper when I was left to be doted on by my
wonderfully exuberant grandmother while Ba hustled around our
family’s kopitiam downstairs.
Ah Ma and I had quite a number of culinary adventures in the
humble but quaint kitchen. It was how we developed our friendship.
I could identify smells and tastes better than putting together words
during a Scrabble match with my chums. I loved the game of ‘I
Smell’. Instead of identifying ingredients by gawking at them, Ah
Ma would blindfold me with a kitchen towel. Then, I guessed the
names of herbs and spices by simply smelling or rolling them round
and round on my tongue. It was delirious fun. Watching Ah Ma’s
cooking was a feast for the eyes. All she needed was her acute
instinct. A little pinch of this, and a sprinkle of that. Then, everything
was thrown into her cauldron to be boiled, stir-fried or braised. The
final product was scrumptious beyond any speck of doubt. Culinary
adventures brought me closer to Ah Ma.

2ND RUNNER UP
ROJAK- THE BEAUTY OF ALL
JULIA WONG WEI CHING
AMILY LAU HUI FANG
SMK TUNG HUA
SIBU SARAWAK
I tasted frog legs when I was six. Ah Ma tricked me into devouring
it, telling me that it was chicken drumsticks. It was terribly awful
because it smelled of strong fermented soybeans. I had to shove
the wet meat down my throat and fake a smile because Ah Ma was

Then, there was Uncle Raj with his incredible moustache and dark
brown skin glistening with sweat. He would ride his stall-cummotorcycle to within spitting distance of our very own kopitiam.
People loved Uncle Raj’s roti canai with lentil curry. Flu_y, crisp and
_at with a delightful kick of spiciness. When his roti canai was
coupled with his frothy teh tarik, it was like Shangri-la. I liked Uncle
Raj as he was very pally with everyone. On the contrary, it was like
the end of the world for Ba. Ba grumbled about Uncle Raj stealing
his customers from under his nose. Ba became increasingly
wretched and sour as Uncle Raj’s business flourished like a soaring
eagle but our kopitiam broke apart like stone into sand. We still had
enough to eat, clothes to keep us warm and a homey abode. I was
not complaining. In fact, Ba could close the kopitiam earlier and
spend more evenings listening to late night Chinese operas.
I had always avoided Kamala, Uncle Raj’s daughter at school. She
seemed nice and outspoken. But for the sake of pleasing my hardto-please Ba, I rendered her invincible. Worse still, we sat next to
each other. Kamala Raj was the teachers’ pet and my tight
competitor. Everyone adored her. I was a renegade schoolgirl and
shunned limelight. Kamala Raj was like a banana leaf of aloo gobi,
smooth to look at and silky on the throat. I was probably a five-spice
spring roll, not for the fainthearted. She always offered to help with
mathematical equations, but I rejected brusquely each time she
asked. I felt I would never need any of her assistance, although my
mathematics skills were rusting.

I was walking home after another humdrum and tedious morning at
school. I was dragging one foot in front of the other when it started
raining as if the floodgates of the heavens were bursting and over
flowing. I was shaken from my drowse. I took o_ my canvas shoes
and shielded them from the rainwater in between my cotton shirt
and turquoise pinafore. I could feel the thorny jab of the stony road
against my bare feet. My shoulders were starting to ache for my
bag which was heavily drenched. I searched frantically for a shelter
but found none. I might have tripped over a rock and piercing pain
zipped along my right leg. I plunged onto the road, wet to the bone
and miserable. Just then, I heard a rumbling coming towards me.
The rumbling got louder and closer. It was Kamala and Uncle Raj
on their white horse. I wanted to protest when Kamala helped me
to stand. But all the energy in me was sapped. I even let Uncle Raj
carry me and seat me in the sidecar. Gladly, I was a slender girl
albeit with spindly legs. I knew Ba would disapprove but kept silent.
I was too relieved to say anything.
Ba’s eyebrows were arched like bow in battle when we arrived at
the kopitiam. I explained to Ba what happened. I was expecting an
exchange of curt handshakes. Instead, Ba surprised me by inviting
Kamala and Uncle Raj in for white coffee. There was an awkward
conversation. You see, Ba was a man of few words. I noticed Ba’s
eyes were rounder softer with each laughter Uncle Raj conjured up.
Kamala and I were hungry to wait for the rolls to cook up, so we
threw together everything we could salvage from the fridge. By the
time we presented our makeshift lunch to Ba and Uncle Raj, they
had become friends.
We sat down together and tucked into the oddly superb dish. It was
an eclectic mix of everything. Stale bean curds, which was fulfilling
and milky.Hard boiled eggs, soft inside but stubbornly hard outside.
Cucumber slices, cool and calm. Fritters, oily and daringly crispy.
All of those ingredients were married perfectly by the honey, chilli
powder and tamarind sauce. In a way, everything was different.
Yet, it worked. Ba and Uncle Raj agreed to call it Rojak. Each
ingredient was a variation. Yet, each variation was united by
tolerance. Rojak was peddled and became viral. Everyone craved
for a piece of friendship via a plate of Rojak.
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of nostalgia hits him in an instant. He walked slowly towards it, his
Wau Bulan. As if greeting an old friend he smiled, arms extended
in an effort to get his hands on it. “It’s been a while since I've last
seen you,” he whispered softly with a twinkle in his eyes. With that
he left the room in a daze. His feet feeling in_nitely lighter than
when he had stepped in.
Before he knew it, he found himself in the living room holding the
precious kite at his side. He gazed upon the long-lost treasure held
in his hands and a feeling he hasn’t felt in a long time since her
passing awakened inside him, the feeling of joy. He took a long look
at the Wau Bulan his eyes swept over the kite. He ran his hands
through the golden coloured tassel hanging from the wing's tips.
The frame of the kite made from split bamboo is still as sturdy as it
was back then.

SOARING THROUGH MEMORIES
ATHIRAH BT AHMAH RAMIZU
TRACY CHEONG WAN SEE
SMK SULTAN ABDUL SAMAD
PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR
The piercing silence of the empty house is amplified by the sounds
of his footsteps echoing o_ the bare walls of the hallway. The house
once brimming with warmth and joy is quiet after the passing of his
beloved wife. It had been a while since he's had another presence
in his house. Today this unsettling silence will finally be broken by
the presence of his beautiful granddaughter, Mayar, so full of life
and never ending curiosity. He would make an effort to make his
house inviting to her young and impressionable self.
His feet thumped heavily against the dusty wooden floor as he
walked towards the storeroom, searching for something to make
his lonely house warm and welcoming once more. The storeroom
door creaked in a sign of protest. The smell of dust and dampness
lingered in the air. The coldness of the room's cement floor seemed
to cling onto the warmth of his bare feet as he rummaged through
his treasures in an effort to find something to catch Mayar's interest.
His eyes darted erratically around the room until it makes a sudden
halt falling upon an object long forgotten. In a _ash, memories of
fond times came back to him like a bullet speeding through a gun
barrel - he could hear children's sweet tittering laughter, the fresh
smell of grass and the warmth of the sun on his skin – the feeling

He remembered it as if it was just yesterday, he was standing in an
empty field - the grass looking green and fresh - holding the Wau
Bulan at his side. The condition was ideal, the field mostly empty
with nothing at sight that might disrupt him from flying the kite, the
sun shining brightly, perfect to show o_ - despite no one actually
being there - the gorgeous designs on his kite and the strong gusts
of wind was perfect too. Now the only thing missing is someone to
help him hold his kite for him.
He stood there quiet and unmoving before deciding to go home
whilst feeling defeated. He didn't even take a full step before
stopping in his tracks as he saw her, a beautiful girl wearing a
simple baju kurung, her black hair shining in the afternoon sun.
Before he could catch himself words were already stumbling out of
his mouth nervously. “Would you- would you uh... like to _y the kite
with me?” He felt himself wincing at his own awkwardness. To his
surprise the girl replied. “Sure,” she said, her hair bouncing up and
down as she nods, “I'd love to.” They played until it was late
evening, having a great time watching the kite soaring through the
sky enjoying the humming noise made by the kite. He had learned
something new that day, he had learned that her name was Delia.
The next day, he saw her again. This time they sat and talked. She
astonished him by telling him facts about kites. On that day he, he
learnt that she was very knowledgeable about kites and that she
has dimples when she smiled. As days passed by, he learnt new
things from talking to her. Soon the days turned into months and
months into years and now they were not children any longer, they
were young adults and before he realised it they had fallen in love.
Then one day she was uncharacteristically silent before abruptly
telling him. “Do you remember I used to tell you facts about kites?
I actually found out about those things so I could talk to you,” she
said as she glanced at him gauging his reaction. After that she was

silent again. In that moment it was as if he had met her the first time
once more. He could feel his palms sweating, the three words he
never outright uttered before running through his mind as he braced
himself to say it, “I love you”. He could feel himself blushing,
shocked by his own confidence at that statement. At this point he
was ready to bolt o_ but as usual she surprised him yet again. She
looked at him with a smile on her face, eyes bright with happiness,
“I know that you do and I love you too."
In the midst of admiring the Wau Bulan and being lost in the
memories carried by it he was interrupted by a rapid knocking at
the door. “Ah, that must be Mayar,” he thought to himself as he
walked towards the door. As he opened the door he wishes that
she would enjoy playing with the kite as he had with her
grandmother. In hopes that she will be able to create happy
memories of her own with it. It was their heritage, carrying timeless
memories ready to be recreated as it is passed on.
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Melati and Mawar are here.” I cupped my grandmother’s fragile
hand in mine and noticed how green protruding veins were visible
all along her frail thin arms and her face deathly grey, showing signs
of fatigue.
Grandmother croaked in a raspy voice, “Melati, I want you to inherit
this shop. I believe you can do it.” Without a second thought, I
responded, “Sorry grandma, I can’t.” Everybody in the room
including grandmother who mustered all the energy she has left
gasped in shock. I continued by confessing, “I received a
scholarship that I haven’t told anyone about. Mawar, I am leaving
the shop in your capable hands. Grandma, she deserves it more
than I do.” After declaring my intentions, I whizzed out of the shop
heading home.

THE BEAUTY WITHIN
CHAN SUE YING
NURAQISYAH BT MOHAMMAD IESA
SMK SEKSYEN 3,
BANDAR KINRARA, SELANGOR
It has always been my dream to create a one in a million piece that
could be showcased to the whole world. Although I am a poor
villager from the outskirts of Kedah, I was determined to pursue
fashion designing at a university. Hence explaining my wide grin as
I glanced at the envelope peeking out of my sketchbook.
Out of the blue, a clarion voice resounded through the house
accompanied with the creaking of floorboards. “Melati, grandma
fainted! Come quick!” I hurriedly shoved my sketchbook into the
shelf and bolted towards the entrance and saw my sister, Mawar,
who was like a cat on hot bricks. Her anxiety was so contagious
that I had butterflies in my stomach. “What happened?” I queried
as we spurted our way to the batik shop that was now but an ailing
small business in the batik industry. “Grandma fainted from fatigue.
She stayed up all night painting batik again,” Mawar replied with a
grimace.
In the blink of an eye we were standing before the wooden shack.
As always, the shop was empty and the batiks filled the shop to the
brim. We swiftly made our way to the storage room located at the
back. My sister and I quickly placed ourselves on the floor mat
opposite our parents. Mother spoke in a hushed voice, “Mama,

I started packing and after organizing everything I needed, I
propped my luggage by the doorway in preparation to leave the
next day. Concern was blatantly etched across my parents
features. We debated until dawn about my decision however I was
adamant with my decision. My mother sensed that I was not giving
up and embraced me warmly. Shortly after, I bade them farewell
and left the premises. Before my house was out of view, I turned
back and saw them still outside to see me o_.
I used the little savings that I had with me to board the next train to
Kuala Lumpur. It was the first time I set foot into a city, I was giddy
yet nervous the whole trip.
The scenery when I reached my destination after I got out of the
station was as I had envisioned it would be. The streets were filled
with people wearing clothes that were as eye-catching as the next
person. After squeezing myself through the crowd, I was able to
find myself at the entrance of the university. I was standing at the
starting line.
Fast forward two years, I got along well with my dorm mates and
students in the same course as me, and had a job that pays
decently. I stayed in touch with my family and yesterday I received
a package containing batiks that mother had informed me of in the
last letter. Today was the fashion designing competition that my
department was so riled up about. Needless to say, I participated
as soon as I saw the flyer for it. I am now backstage with my dress,
ready for the model to showcase my piece. “Is your model ready?”
a guy from the backstage crew asked. “No, I’ll contact her now.” I
_shed out my phone from my pocket and dialled her number. I
started to pace back and forth to relax my nerves.
Suddenly a loud crash caught my attention. The worst had
happened as I turned around to discover my dress was ruined with
slashes of red syrup trickling down the indigo dress. The model

came in to witness the whole scene unfold. I was stunned and
speechless at the turn of events that I had unconsciously collapsed
to the floor. The girl who was carrying the syrup realised what she
did and started apologising. I got up on my feet and hurriedly
checked the damage that was done. I realised it was too late to
salvage it. Then, the package mother sent surfaced to mind. I
promptly contacted my dorm mate that I knew was still in the dorm
and asked her to bring it over. At this point I was conjuring ways to
insert the material into the dress.
Finally, the batik arrived with time to spare, I hugged my friend filled
with gratitude. I decided on a design and went ahead with the image
in my head. As soon as I finished camouflaging the damage, a
sense of pride welled up in my heart as I held it up to admire my
handiwork. However, the model thinks otherwise as she ranted
about how outdated the batik was. Her gripe soon ended as the
man from earlier came in to signal it was time. She reluctantly wore
it and let’s just say the rest was history.
It has been a month since the competition, I went back home to
which I was welcomed back with a warm embrace by my parents
together with Melati and grandmother. Now in my room of my
humble abode, I glanced back at my sketchbook that I took from
the shelf. A sense of nostalgia washed over me as I drifted into
reverie. I reminisced those words that was addressed to me after
announcing the winners. “Now that is a one in a million piece.”
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for adventure. Everything was great until the forest finally noticed
my presence.

THE BEREMBANG MUSANG VILLAGE
AHMAD ILHAM BIN JAWAHAR ALI
TAN JUN-LI
SMK KOTA KEMUNING
Malaya or Malaysia as it’s now called, has always been a place of
amazing tales beyond our comprehension. People’s first thoughts
are usually the delicious Malaysian cuisine. The unique
architecture and beautiful traditional attire come at a close second.
However, the first stories about Malaysia appeared when we were
still called Malaya. “Permainan tradisional” or traditional games are
the most commonly mentioned in Malaysian folk lore. One of the
more iconic traditional games is the gasing. The gasing is a top that
was commonly played by my people. Almost a thousand years
have passed since I walked the earth and I believe it’s time I share
this amazing story. This is the story of when I, Abdul Hassan, saved
my village with a wooden toy and the help from a curious fox spirit.
My adventure took place in a small nameless village surrounded by
swamps and mangrove trees. Despite the shower of blessings that
came in the form of rain, the harvest was always poor. Though the
adults toiled from dawn to dusk, they could only just barely feed
their children. This caused our village to give out a depressing black
and white aura. The days continued that way until a particularly cute
boy decided to have some fun. That boy was me! I didn’t have many
friends, but I made up for my loneliness with sheer ingenuity and
creativity. My imagination made everything I saw in the old
mangrove forest an opportunity for excitement! Vines became
swings, trees became towers and rocks were my stepping stones

It all happened on a particularly gloomy day while walking through
the mangrove forest. I tripped on a tree root and landed face first in
the mud. Just when I was about to pick myself up, I suddenly felt
an oddly shaped object in my hand. Picking it up, I recognised it as
the Berembang fruit. I wiped away the mud and examined the
uniquely shaped fruit. Just then, I got a brilliant idea. I pulled out my
knife from my bag and cut out a piece of the tree root I tripped over.
After nearly an hour, I managed to carve an object of similar size
and shape to the unique fruit. I then ran back to my village where I
yanked out a nail from a loose floorboard in my modest little house
and ever so gently hammered the nail into my wooden carving. I
sneaked over to a nearby boat and cut a piece of string from a
fishing net. I wrapped the piece of string around my invention and
flung it while holding onto the end of the string. The result was a
wooden toy that spun like a whirlpool. It twirled and spun gracefully
until it finally stopped. I couldn’t believe how well it worked and ran
to the forest excited to play with my new contraption.
I found a large concaved rock in the middle of a clearing and
decided to play with my invention there. My laughter echoed
through the forest and caught some unwanted attention. When I
finally came to my senses, I was surrounded by all kinds of
creatures. I became as pale as a ghost when I heard the hiss of a
snake. I thought my life was over when suddenly an enormous fox
peered its head through the trees. Easily the size of a water buffalo,
all the other animals began to back away and bow their heads. The
translucent snowy white fox had soft and fluffy fur. Its most
distinguished feature however was its bushy tail. I was shocked and
frozen in fear. The fox then began to speak which made my heart
skip a beat. I knew then and there it was a fox spirit. The spirit
introduced herself as Gah-Sing. She then asked me for the name
of my creation. To win Gah-Sing’s favour, I named my creation after
the fox spirit herself; the Gasing. Intrigued by my creation, GahSing asked me to summon all the villagers to the well in the centre
of the village. I didn’t think twice and ran to the village. I stole the
village gong and started hitting it while calling out the villagers. I
was surprised to see Gah-Sing sleeping on the fragile well roof.
With an all-powerful fox spirit behind me, I was sure everyone
would come. I stood with my chest puffed out to hide my fear of the
fox spirit sleeping behind me. The villagers stormed out of their
homes in anger as their quiet afternoon was disrupted. I swallowed
my fear and prepared my gasing. The villagers paid no mind to me
as they stared at the enormous fox on their well roof. I flung my
gasing and watched as it spun. The gasing started to glow which
caught everyone’s attention. Soon, the entire village was engulfed
in a bright white light. The crops slowly started growing and
spreading until it became a field of beautiful golden wheat.

Everyone rejoiced as they realised their struggles were finally
coming to an end. Gah-Sing stood up straight and bowed her head
as she faded away in a mystical wind.
That was the day I changed history forever. Now Malaysia puts
great effort into preserving its great history. Despite their efforts, the
newer generation fail to see the appeal of their great history. Every
day, legends like mine are forgotten and stories stored away.
Despite this, there is light at the end of the tunnel. The children of
today still show the same creativity and ingenuity as those before
them. The future of Malaysia shows great promise and will shine
brightly. Would you believe all this started in my small nameless
village in the middle of nowhere? However, my modest little village
isn’t modest and nameless anymore. That once poor village
became the great Berembang Musang Village!
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that news. He was very hungry at the time, he did not eat for 20
hours, even before going to the airport. When the airplane landed
at the Pulau Pinang International Airport, the pilot wished every
passenger to have a pleasant holiday. John got down the plane and
went to claim his baggage. After he had done that, he went to a
restaurant named Old Town White Coffee to have his breakfast
since it was 5 in the morning. He did not dare to order another plate
of Nasi Lemak, because he was traumatized by the one on the
airplane. Having said that, he ordered a plate of Char Koay Teow
as a result of being the chef recommendation.

THE BOY WHO FOUND BETTER THAN GOLD
SIVANATHAN LEE
HEW WEI DING
SMK SEKSYEN 3, BANDAR KINRARA,
SELANGOR
In 2010, a traveller, John Cabot named after a famous traveller was
eager to travel around the globe. The next destination that he
wanted to travel to is a country known as Thailand. However,
Thailand is located next to Malaysia, so to get to Thailand he must
take a fight to Malaysia first before going to Thailand. He booked a
fight that was from America to Malaysia. Few months passed. His
journey to travel around South East Asia began.
John’s fight was supposed to be at 11 in the morning. Sadly, the
fight was delayed so he had to wait for 2 more hours in the airport
before boarding his plane.
He was playing with his brand new phone that he got for himself for
his birthday. When he boarded the plane, it was almost 1:50 in the
afternoon. He felt tired after looking at his phone for too long. During
his fight the air stewardess brought some food for him. His lunch
was in an aluminium foil box. He felt hungry because he did not eat
much for his breakfast. He was hoping for a delicious meal. Instead,
when he opened the box he was very disappointed. The food was
egregious, the Nasi Lemak in the box smells weird and the eggs
looks disgusting.
16 hours later, the pilot announced that the plane was going to land
in a few more minutes. John was actually happy when he heard

After having his delicious breakfast, John decided to go and look
for the purpose of coming to Malaysia. He requested for a cab and
he went to the Fort Cornwallis as his first destination. The Fort
Cornwallis was built by Francis Light when he took over Pulau
Pinang after using his trickery, he built the fort to protect himself
from being invaded by enemies. It took him $80,000 to build the
fort. It was a lot of money just to build a fort for himself. He felt that
it was erroneous to do so as he didn’t own the land by using the
right way. John also went to a street in Penang Georgetown. He
was amazed by what he saw there. The streets were _lled with arts.
There was a painting that shows a little girl and a boy riding an old
bicycle.
The name of the art is Little Children on a Bicycle. Besides, John
also saw an art of a boy holding on a leash of his pet dinosaur.
Bruce thinks it is a cute looking art, that was creative to think of
drawing that. He asked a local if there are any faster way that he
could be traveling through George Town. One of them told him that
he could rent a bike at a store nearby. He also wanted to know who
drew all of those art that were so mesmerizing to look at. The local
said it was a man named Ernest Zacharevic. He wanted to see
more of the art and traditions of Malaysia. He went to the bike store
and rented a bike, it cost him 15 Ringgit Malaysia.
John cycled pass a store and he saw some very big special kites,
he was curious about what are they called. He got down his bike
and entered the store, the asked the shopkeeper what is that on
the shelf that occupied a lot of space. The shopkeeper said it is
called a Wau, a traditional kite made by the Malays. He thought that
the design of the Wau was remarkable. He wanted to buy one and
bring it back to America to show his relatives, his concern was that
he does not have much money left in his wallet. After biking for
some time, his stomach began to rumble. He asked google
assistant what Malaysian cuisine there is nearby, Google replied
him that there is a Malaysian restaurant with full star ratings.
John cycled there, quickly because his fight is in a few more hours,
and he has to hurry if he wants to see more of Malaysia. He ordered
a plate of Nasi Lemak to give it one more chances before making

his ideas on what it taste like. He took a bite with cautious, as he
still did not trust that it taste good. In just a millisecond, he changed
his mind about the Nasi Lemak. John ate like a pig after that,
because he wanted to know more about Malaysia. He wished that
he could stay longer in Malaysia, but he spent a lot of time planning
his Thailand trip. In just 2 hours, he will be taking a bus to Thailand.
He will be spending 4 hours in the bus.
After John ate his dinner, he went and return the bike he rented
earlier. On the way back to the store, he used a different route, he
saw some unique clothes, he did not have any more time to get
down his bike and take a look at it. He was in a rush. After the trip
to Malaysia, John thinks that Malaysia is a country filled with a lot
of heritage. He wants to come to this country for another time to get
the full experience.
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hand, he slowly got up, wincing at the pain that shot through him as
he slowly limped into the forest.
He soon came by a stream as he sighed in relief and crouched
down so he could have a drink. The water was fresh and cool as
he drank handful after handful, feeling ever so grateful to have
stumbled upon it. After hydrating himself, he sat down near the
stream as he started cleaning the ugly wound with the stream’s
clean waters. He grimaced as the dried blood was washed off,
revealing a huge chunk of flesh missing from his injured leg. His
face darkened as he thought of what had happened. He had been
walking through the dangerous territory of his tribe’s enemies - The
Gawapukos. They had somehow spotted him, despite it being the
dead of night and had unleashed their fiercesome Hawak tigers on
him.
He had managed to escape by shimmying up the cover of a tall
tree. However, one tiger had pounced and ripped the chunk of flesh
from his leg. His scream pierced through the night as he
desperately tried to climb up, blood dripping down as he rested
himself on a thick branch and took deep, harsh breaths to try and
calm his breathing. He waited for awhile up there, all the while
wincing at the pain of his leg when the tigers finally left. He then
slowly climbed down, and got to the predicament he was in now.
After bandaging himself up, he got to his feet and looked around at
his surroundings. Despite it being dark, Sunakhofu could still make
out the distinct shape of the temple beyond the forest. He swore to
himself that he would retrieve the shield - for him ; for his people ;
for his village.

The cursed shield of Lakhurma
Demetra Tang Xin Yi
Sunakhofu breathed heavily as he slowly slid behind the large tree
he had climbed, wounds and injuries gracing his body as his grip
on his numb leg tightened. The moonlight shone down on him, as
it made the blood trickling down his body glimmer. Biting down hard
on his scratched lip, he ripped some of the fabric off his headband,
murmuring a prayer of forgiveness for doing so. His father and
mother had always told him to respect the clothing they wore, for it
bode great importance in the clan. Gripping the red fabric in his

Many of Sunakhofu’s ancestors had tried to retrieve the shield from
the temple many times in the past. You see, the shield had
belonged to their tribe once ago. But, on one dark rainy night - the
shield had gone missing with only a note left in its place. ‘Dare not
disrespect us. Otherwise, death will be all that awaits your tribe.
Your shield is your treasure. Now, it shall become ours. Try and
take it back, we dare you.’ They then discovered that the shield had
somehow ended up in one of the most dangerous temples in the
forest - The Temple of Lakhurma. Legend has it that Lakhurma,
who was once a powerful god turned human, had been killed there.
Now, his vengeful spirit slaughters anyone who dared to even step
foot in the temple.
Days and nights passed, with Sunakhofu’s strength being sapped
away by the endless jungle. Just as he felt that he was about to
collapse right then and there from fatigue, he saw it. The totemshaped face carved into the entrance - The temple! He picked
himself up and slowly walked towards it, being cautious to his
surroudings. He walked right up to the entrance and stared at the
totem-face. It looked like most totems ; the only peculiar thing about
it was that it had no markings of one. Just as he was about to touch

it, the ground beneath him rumbled and suddenly cracked open as
he fell, screaming. The hole seemed endless, and he guessed that
it was as he tried to get a good grip on the side of the wall. However,
that alone was hard to do when you were falling at such a rapid
speed. After awhile, he finally managed to grip onto one of the
bricks jutting out from the uneven wall as he desperately held on,
determined not to let his life end here.
He looked up and saw that the opening was extremely far away ;
so far up. Nevertheless, Sunakhofu began his climb. He would not
be bested by cheap traps - never! So began the slow ascent of
Sunakhofu as his hand reached for brick after brick, his injured leg
crying out in agony at having to support his weight on a tiny brick.
When he made it out of the hole, his fingers were bleeding as he
felt blood soak through the fabric from his leg. He rested himself
against the entrance when it suddenly pulled open! Sunakhofu
nearly toppled backwards, righting himself before he did. He
glanced behind him and saw a long hallway - the shield at the end!
Sunakhofu inhaled sharply. His tribe’s pride and joy - The
Rabantumu shield.
He forced himself up. He was hungry, tired, thirsty and sick. He just
had to get the shield now - or all he had gone through would have
been for naught. He took a deep breath before running as fast as
he could towards the shield. He had somehow miraculously dodged
all the traps that could have killed him and reached the end, taking
hold of the shield before running out. Sadly, just as he was about
to reach the entrance, the doors slammed shut before his eyes.
“NO! PLEASE NO!!” Sunakhofu cried out in misery as he banged
his bloody fists against the door.
He jumped to his feet when he heard footsteaps approaching him.
‘No..’ Sunakhofu thought as he backed away. ‘It...it can’t be...’ It
was his grandfather, Khazunao who had died trying to achieve what
he had tried to achieve. “You did good Suna...” his grandfather
whispered coldly. “Now...it’s time for you to be put to rest....for
good.”
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THE EYE OF BEAUTY
AMELIA CHONG YEE WEN
LABUAN INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL
Near the north eastern coast of Sabah,where Sipadan is located, is
a mecca for scuba divers as it is a holy grail for marine ecosystems. This atoll is one of the top dive destinations on every divers
list. Jacques-Yves Cousteau, the writer of “Borneo: The Ghost of
the Sea Turtle”, described as an untouched piece of art. Its
magnificent underwater world which inhabit over 400 species of
fish along with hundreds of green and small hawksbill turtles, as
well as barracuda, jack fish, hammer head shark and others.
Annually, there are quite a huge amount of visitors around the globe
travels
here to experience the wonderful landscape and underwater
scenery. Sipadan island is the only oceanic island in Malaysia and
it was formally a huge inactive volcano that is now surrounded by
various corals that lay dormant in the Celebes Sea. Why people
should visit this island? Let me tell you why. This fascinating island
is famous for its enthralled underwater world. Starting from the
Turtle caverns - which two endangered sea turtle species are
found, the Green Turtles and the smaller Hawksbill Turtles; it is
known as their ‘tomb’’ as most of the skele-tons were found there;
however, actually is the turtles became lost in the cavern due to the
low light environment and drowned.

Visitors who are interested to see more about it are allowed to dive
in, accompanied by the local scuba dive master. The deeper you
go, the more fascinate you get.
Barracuda Point is frequently listed in the top 5 list of best scuba
dive sites. This remarkable dive site is highlighted for its vast
amount of barracuda shoals, often moving in a circular motion. Be
careful of this shoals as you might find yourself being trapped by
them as they started swirling around you, and some-times you
cannot even see the water beyond their silvery cyclone. Not only
that, in this area also consists variation types of marine life: turtles,
schools of fish and sharks: White Tip Reef Sharks, Clown Triggered
Fish, Barracuda, Jack and so many more. You should not be
surprised if you see more than twenty turtles as there are hundreds
of turtles live there We should not fail to remember this as one of
the attractions of this underwater world - The Coral Gardens. It is a
total paradise for the coral photographers as the diversity of corals
are displayed out clearly under the seawater. Variety of fish are
discovered at this area which they can find peace and serendipity,
so they may allow you to take pictures without attacking or running
away. Some fish are playful, they would hide behind the corals as
if they were playing hide-and-seek. To be able to be amused by the
out-standing underwater world, scuba diving and snorkelling are
your best options, with the assistance of the local dive masters.
In the past, Sipadan island had a tough time with its tourism
industry due to some damage to the delicate marine life. This
unique nature of beauty must be protected and treasured from
manmade disasters. To prevent more destruction to the marine life,
in 2004, the Malaysian government had finally took action and
ordered all-site dives and resort entrepreneurs to move their
construction of the coast as they destroyed some of the natural
habitat. Not only that, To be able to maintain and protect the ecosystem, in 2005, the government of Malaysia has classified the island as a national heritage because of its unchallenged underwater
beauty and the government has decided that starting the same
year, both domestic and international visitors are required to have
a permit in order to have a scuba diving or snorkelling there and
only allowed 120 visitors per day. To be able to maintain and
protect the eco-system, the government has classified the island as
a part of a large protected marine area.
Nowadays, Mother Nature has been slowly destroyed by human,
so in order to protect this nature for generations, we need to stop
doing more destructions, or else our next generations might not be
able to experience this wonderful nature of beauty.
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shelter and the best opportunity to raise their family. I also tried one
of Terengganu’s famous snack bites, “Keropok Lekor”; it was not
so bad compared to my predictions, it actually tasted well savoured,
crunchy and was heavily indulgent with its _shy taste, no doubt it is
made of _sh. I must say Terengganu is a very clean state and I was
impressed because I thought Ipoh was the best.
During the holidays I also had a chance to go to the national
museum in Kuala Lumpur. There, I got to know the history behind
the formation of this country. The name Malaysia is a combination
of the word ‘ malay ‘ and the Latin Greek suffix – ‘ sia ‘. Malay
means mountain and city land. The history behind each state may
not be that engaging but the legends and myths were certainly
thrilling, like “Puteri Gunung Ledang”, “Mahsuri”, and “Hang Tuah
dan Hang Jebat”.
Finally I would just like to say that Malaysia is unique; that it has
diversity of races, religions and cultures, a stable and peaceful
environment, places of interest and some internal achievements.

THE FASCINATING SITES IN MALAYSIA
TANISSHA KULASEHARAN
FATHMATH RUBA NADHIR
MAZ INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Malaysia is one of the most unique countries I have ever seen. The
culture, food ,history and sites bring out the liveliness and beauty
of this country. The unity, most importantly, is the best thing you
could ever seen; we have numerous races all living under a under
the same roof with no sense of partiality. Although it is a tropical
country and the weather is scorching hot, still the warmness of its
people beats the heat and makes us one of the best tourist
destination in the world today.
My family and I always take a trip to Bentong, Pahang to visit my
auntie and uncle during the holidays. We always visit the
“Japanease Garden” and “French Village”. The “Japanese Garden”
features the traditional way of living in Japan, the culture, dressing,
and the people. The French village showcases the architecture of
buildings in France, the French dance and the magnificent
“Menyoo” (menu) in French style. The pictures I took there are just
unforgettable like the scenery is just mind blowing and so amazing
I can’t even describe it. The weather and condition makes you feel
like you are already in France.
However, last December I stepped foot in Terengganu also known
as the land of turtles. The village called “Rantau Abang” is where
the Letherback Sea Turtles nest. The turtles that nest there look so
satisfied and happy; I guess they have been given good food, good

Those are important characteristics of our nation. It is very rich in
cultural heritage; I am blessed living here.
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at the playing children with a longing gaze, yet dared not join them.
His grandson must have felt his stare as he turned and grinned
widely when he saw his grandfather, whom he respected and
admired very much. “Grandpapa! What are you doing here?” Larul
asked as ran over to his grandfather’s side.
“Nothing much my dear boy, just taking a little stroll. Say, why aren’t
you playing with Dahi and the rest of your friends? I would have
thought you would like to join them.” Owakhamu said as Larul
hesitated before lightly shaking his head. “It’s alright grandpapa, I’m
fine just sitting here.” Larul stated as Owakhamu decided not to
press on the matter and instead, told Larul to follow him.
Owakhamu led his grandson to the heart of the village, where a few
of their tribesmen were doing a weird dance while wearing strange
looking garbs. Larul saw his older brother, Wazul, amongst the
people who were dancing.
“What is this peculiar dance grandpapa?” Larul questioned his
grandfather who was watching the dance with a bright smile, a
smile which widened as he turned and was greeted with his
grandson’s curious eyes. “It is one of the most important heritage
of our people Larul. Passed on by our ancestors, it is one of the
greatest treasures we could hope to ever keep – The Sumazau
Dance.” Owakhamu explained as he continued watching the
dance. Larul focused solely on Wazul, who danced gracefully as he
went through with the dance.

THE LEGACY OF OUR ANCESTORS
CAROLYN TAN HUI XUAN
LABUAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Elder Owakhamu smiled fondly as he stared at the children of his
village as they played about, joyous laughter filling the air. The
Village of Shazaraleh ; hidden deep inside the thriving forests and
away from prying eyes which may pose a threat to the village. His
attention soon turned to his young grandson of 8, who was staring

“Why do they need to put on so many things for just one dance?
Isn’t it bothersome to dance around in those?” Larul questioned his
grandfather, who laughed out loud at his grandson’s curiosity. “The
Gaung and Souva,” Owakhamu started, “is the black shirt and
trousers the men of our tribe wear when performing this dance. The
material is comfortable and easy to move around in. The red
waistband they wear around it is called a Toogot, which is an
important piece for this costume. As for their headpiece, it is called
a Siga, which can be folded or just stood upright. All of this is
important when dancing the dance.” Owakhamu explained as Larul
continued to frown. “But why do they need to wear it? And what’s
with the peculiar names? I still don’t understand!” Larul hu_ed as
Owakhamu laughed and affectionately patted his grandson’s head.
“My dear boy, do you know what the traditional colour of our tribe
is?” It was now Owakhamu’s turn to question his grandson as Larul
replied confidently. “Black of course! To show that our tribe is
fearsome to all our enemies!” Larul said enthusiastically as
Owakhamu nodded. “That’s right. The golden trimmings are to help
match with the black, empowering the colour. The red waist-band
ties everything together.” Larul listened intently as his grand-father
continued his explanation ; not noticing his brother who
approached, smiling at the sight of his younger brother and
grandfather.

Owakhamu smiled at the sight of the two brothers who meant the
world to him. His wife, Khalianah, had passed away last year,
leaving him depressed for almost an entire month before his
grandsons had pulled him back on his feet again. He walked along,
leaving the two brothers alone as he walked back to his lit-tle hut.
He ventured inside, pulling on a secret hatch which triggered the
mechanism behind it and pulling open a secret door. In-side layed
a shield as old as time itself. The Shield of Hakamulu. It was the
village’s most prized possession from their ancestors before them.
It had been passed down for many generations, suffering over the
past years of bloodshed between the tribes when peace hadn’t
been achieved yet.
He gently took the shield out, taking care not to break the handle
which looked as if it could crumble any moment. He stared at the
shield in utter adoration as he admireed it. Black markings had
been engraved on the shield along with the different names of the
tribe leaders before him. This shield was the living proof of the
many years of survival of their tribe - The Shazals. Many foreign
tribes had tried again and again in vain to wipe out their tribe in
vain. Owakhamu knew his time was coming to an end soon, and
was happy to know Wazul was to succeed him. After all - the boy
had sharp wits and a generous heart. What more could he ask for?
Owakhamu gently placed the shield back inside the secret hatch,
reminding himself to tell Wazul about it soon. He crossed to the
living room as a wave of sadness washed over him when he saw
the huge tapestry hung in the middle of the room. He fingered the
worn material as his fingers traced two names that were crossed
out near the bottom ; in between his and Wazul’s names. Banfu and
Furelia - Wazul and Larul’s parents. Owakhamu could still see it as
clear as the day it happened.
They were both returning back to the village from collecting what
they needed from an-other tribe when a few tribesmen from an
enemy village struck them down and made sure they were to be
never woken.
Owakhamu closed his eyes for awhile, reminiscing on the fun times
when were both still here with them. “Grandpapa!
We’re back!” Owakhamu jumped a bit at the sound of his
grandson’s shouting. “Your deaths shall not be in vain. I will protect
your children till the day I take my last breath. Until I have seen that
they have grown to be men anyone can be proud of.” The tapestry
gently moved, as if hearing his words.
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He also tried out the local delicacies and street food.He relished
and savoured all the food as they tasted like heaven.
The food reflects the intermingling of the many cultures in Malaysia
which live in harmony and peace. Overwhelming would only be an
understatement.

THE PEARL OF THE ORIENT
WONG ZONG XIAN
WOO SI HUI
SMK KOTA KEMUNING
Descending from the skies, a plane landed on an land known as
the pearl of the orient ,or more formally, Penang island. Aaron, a
British man, who was also a professional photographer and an
adventure enthusiast planned out his months to stay in Penang.He
has a reason for visiting Penang, besides the fact that Georgetown
is marked as the UNESCO world heritage site. He wanted a
different experience in his life.He was sure that Penang could be
the place.
His days were filled with anticipation. He stayed at The Eastern &
Oriental Hotel, which was told to be existing for more than a
century. It remains as the grand elegance of the British colonial era.
Its Moorish minarets and soaring echo-dome lobby was stunningly
grand. He had high expectations of Penang, hoping for a great
experience.
Aaron then tried out the foods in Georgetown, which was the
culinary epicentre of Penang. The various street dishes and
delicacies of Penang, feature a combination of Chinese,
Peranakan, Malay, Indian and Thai influences. The best cuisines
such as Asam Laksa, Char Kuey Tieu and Chendul are ubiquitous,
great tasting and cheap.Aaron loved the tantalizing piquancy of the
Asam Laksa.It was truly appetising and had him wanting for more.

The capital of Penang, Georgetown, has heritage buildings which
have been bequeathed by the generations. The ancient shop
houses were built during the British colonial era, when the founder
of Penang, Francis Light first established the island as a British
settlement. Penang was also a trade port back in the days, which
attracted traders from countries such as India, China and Europe.
That may have been the start of today’s Penang, where you can
see multiracial citizens living together harmoniously on a land.
Since then, they had augmented cultural, cuisine ,building, religion
and tradition heritage which would portray their own history.
Heritage is how the core values and moral values are being
imparted from the ancestors to the young ones. It educates them
to be a better person, to cherish their history and to deliver an
intentional message. Without heritage, we wouldn’t be us. We
would have lost our identities and values, it won’t do us any good.
He understood that preserving heritage was an attempt to hand
down significant wisdom and experiences of the generations that
had gone before them.
He visited various temples and historical buildings around the
island. He could see the details of the designs of each structure.
The Khoo Kongsi clan house stands appealingly on the granite
square even after 650 years! He was astonished by their abilities
to remain their legacy for such a long period of time. Not to miss
out the quality of the craftsmanship where Chinese craftsmen
craved and shaped the building with meticulous patterns, cravings
and pictures. The gable roof was decorated with models of dragons
which were painted and built with magnificent skills. He gaped at
the edifice with astonishment. The Kek Lok Si temple was
embellished with carved pillars, exceptional woodwork, mostly
painted in bright colours, and a plethora of lanterns add to the visual
impression. The shrine also has a mind-blowing 10000 statues of
Buddha along with profuse wood and stone cravings in the temple.
During each festival, the streets of Penang will be filled with joy and
amusement. The nations will unite as one and celebrate the
festivals as if they were a family. The presence of multiple cultural
and tradition heritage is what makes Malaysia the way it is. There
is rich and strong unity within multiple races and Malaysia’s vivid
colors of the people makes it remarkable. Just watching people
socialising and interacting regardless of race puts a smile on
Aaron’s face. It made him feel ardent deep down in his heart.

Penang is well known for its Nine Emperor Gods festival.Aaron
witnessed the main highlight of the festival which is the mediums
who go into a deep trance and perform unbelievable feats like the
mind-boggling act of immersing themselves in hot oil, piercing
themselves with sharp, long spears and walking through _re
unscathed! Furthermore, he experienced the Dragon Boat festival,
which is celebrated to commemorate the death of a famous
Chinese poet, Qu Yuan, who committed suicide in a protest of the
corruption of the era. The participants row their boats with full spirit.
He was really glad to see the cultural heritage of many races, in
which have retained throughout time. Aaron fell in love with the old
charm of Penang.
The precinct of Georgetown and its villas was the only shoreline left
in Malaysia which so impressively represents a treasure trove of
heritage. The buildings, still erect strong from the land, exhibits the
heritage of Malaysia.One can easily have thoughts of the past, the
history upon glancing at these very well built structures. It tells the
remains of our ancestors, their hopes, missions and their
heartening story. As a country abundant in rich and grandeur
heritage, it is a must to preserve our exquisite identity.
Time flies, it was about time for him to return to his homeland. He
had nostalgic thoughts and feelings for the days in Penang. He
developed deep, indelible memories within himself.
He also felt short of time as he has yet to discover the stories which
this cultural land has to tell him. Leaving Penang was like missing
a loved one, he felt lost and down. He did not want to leave a land
with magnificent heritage and history. Penang may be the home for
him.
After several days of contemplating, he made up his mind. He
decided to settle down in Penang, and it was the right choice.
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However, grass jelly is astonishingly used for health benefits, such
as lowering blood pressure.
During Form 1, when I was new to Malaysia, I was invited to my
friend’s house for a history project. She offered me Cincau, which
looked unpleasant and uninviting in the beginning with little
chopped green leaves and obsidian cubes of grass jelly bobbing
about in the licorice coloured pool of the Cincau which was further
sweetened with honey. With a reluctant heart, and out of politeness,
I accepted. Once I drank it, I was in awe. It was so delectable, sweet
and rich that it made me ask for more! The second time I saw
Cincau was in Malacca. I quickly rushed, like a gazelle sprinting
during spring, to the counter and bought one.
It felt lovely drinking it while it was blazing hot during the afternoon.
The Cincau with lychees are the best. I am sure that they would
serve you this tantalizing drink in a ‘Koppitiam’ or a ‘nyonya’ style
restaurant near you, where shopkeepers would shout to the
customers to sell their cool Cincau. Moreover, many people would
crowd for this honeyed drink. Cincau would be an excellent choice
if I had gone barbecuing, more than its nectarous taste, it gave me
a sense of happiness, like they always say, ‘good food, good
mood’.

THE THIRST-QUENCHER OF MALAYSIA
ADITI KARTHIKEYAN
MAZ INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Who would not like a refreshing, yet a tasty drink on a hot summer’s
day in Malaysia? Malaysia, no doubt, contains something special
in each field. Their delicacies, attire, luxuriant rainforests and exotic
islands.one delicacy, is the famous ‘Cincau’ or the grass jelly drink
which is very appetizing and suitable for Malaysia on a hot
summer’s day. The Cincau would be an excellent choice,
something like the Coca-Cola beverage, but a Malay version.
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races spend time together at the local coffee shop, talking about
something positively random without hesitance.
We’re all like a box of a puzzle set. Every puzzle piece has its own
pattern, its own shape and its own colour. The pieces are fine on
it’s own, but put them together, and it be-comes this amazing piece
of art. Colourful and ravishing. Sure, it did require some effort, but
it’ll all be worth the concentration and focus of trying to find the
perfect piece that fits, once you put everything in place. Ah, the
satisfaction.
What happens when we lose those puzzle pieces, though? Right,
the puzzle set wouldn't be completed. Not un-less you make an
effort to find it. Until then, it remains to be useless. Meaningless and
foolish. We’re like that. We Malays, Chinese, Indians need each
other here in Malaysia.

TOGETHER, WE ARE ART
JASMINE ARRISSA
LABUAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
If somebody were to ask me about the heritage that Malaysia has
to offer, I don’t think I would have a response to the question in a
flash.
I’d have to sink deep in my thoughts to find an answer to it, without
realising that it would take a long time to do so. In fact, there is no
such thing as ‘an’ answer. Malaysia is multiracial country, home to
people with races and religions that may differ from one another,
so most definitely, there wouldn’t just be one answer.
We’re all different here in Malaysia. There are the Ma-lays, with
their in-famous Nasi Lemak. The Chinese, with their tasty Wonton
Noodles, the Indians with their Roti Canai, and other races’ cultures
we have yet to discern.
So you see, there are so many races and religions in Malaysia,
which means that each heritage from each groups are not the
same.
Beyond our differences though, there’s something beautiful and
fascinating, which is the fact that we are still a harmonious country,
living at ease even with the company of divergence all around us. I
personally find it amazing how we are able to see people of different

What happens when the puzzle pieces are being put in the wrong
places? Again, it wouldn’t be a complete puzzle set. Those puzzle
pieces need each other to form an art. We’re also like that. You are
a puzzle piece, and I am too.
Those puzzle pieces are opposed, but they complete each other.
That’s how we’re supposed to be. We’re not the same but that’s the
initial point. That’s what makes us Malaysia. The loving, tuneful
Malaysia that we know of.
Malaysia consists of some many races and religions, so the answer
to the ‘Malaysian Heritage’ question is a little tricky to be answered
in just a sentence or two. I do know, how-ever, that we Malaysians
complete each other, no matter what. Without the Malays, the
Chinese, the Indians, the Sikhs, followed by the other races,
Malaysia wouldn’t be Malaysia. We may be different, but in the end
we’re all the same anyway.
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to laugh at it but yesterday, a man saw them laughing at the
National Monument. So, he went towards them and grabbed one of
the boys followed by the rest. The three boys were frightened and
shocked. “Please do not hurt us”, said the three boys as they were
very scared of the man. One of the boys almost peed his pants.
You could even tell by looking at their faces. “Hahaha,” laughed the
man. “I’m not going to hurt you, I just want to tell you an exciting
story about the National Monument and what it symbolizes”. “Oh,”
said Jack.
The boys thought the story was going to kill them with boredom but
they did not try to escape as the man had a terrifying face so they
sat down and listened. “Hmmm, where do I start,” said the man.
“Oh, I know. In year 1914, Malaysia or Tanah Melayu was involved
in World War I till year 1918. Tanah Melayu was also involved in
World War II from year 1948 till 1960.” Ahmad then yawned. “What
did you say?!” said the man angrily. “Nnnn…nothing,”
said Ahmad who was frightened out of his wits. The man then
continued, “…so, as I was saying, there were 11 thousand soldiers
who were defending our country from the forces of evil.” “Wow
that’s a lot of soldiers! What happened to them?” asked Kit Leong.
“Died. Of course! What a silly question to ask!” said the man. “Sir,
what does the seven men represent?” asked Jack.
“Well, each of the men represent leadership, unity, strength,
vigilance, suffering, courage and sacrifice. The monument
embodying seven bronze statues also represents the triumph of the
forces of democracy over the forces of evil. This statue was
completed in the early 1966 by Felix De Weldon. It was built to
commemorate the brave soldiers who died after fighting in a war to
defend our country from the other forces. Tunku Abdul Rahman
Putra Al-haj, our then prime minister, gave this splendid idea to
build this statue. Did you know that the National Monument is one
of the largest freestanding structures in the world?” continued the
man. “Yes, I read a book about the Tugu Negara before,” said
Ahmad.

TUGU NEGARA
LEVI VALBERG
SHAWN CHRISTIAN VANATHAS
SMK SEKSYEN 3,
BANDAR KINRARA, SELANGOR
Yesterday, Jack, Ahmad and Kit Leong were just passing by the
National Monument or in other words the Tugu Negara. They
constantly walk pass the National Monument just to make fun of the
soldiers posture and looks. They always do this because they like

“You should also remember that this structure was built to
recognize and honor those who gave up their lives in the cause for
peace and freedom. Oh! Look at the time. It’s 7pm.
You boys had better head home for dinner or your mother will blow
her top if she finds out that you are not home yet.” “You are right.
We better be heading home for dinner,” said Ahmad. “Bye,” said
the three boys. Just when they turned around to go home, they
realized they had not thanked the man. They turned to look for him
but he had disappeared.

“Where did he go?” asked Jack. “I have no idea. But we better be
heading home,” said Kit Leong.
Now, the boys still pass by the Tugu Negara but instead of making
fun of the Monument, they remember the man who told them about
the Monument and the men who fought for our country for peace
and freedom. They never saw the man again but to remember him,
they followed his footsteps. So whenever someone makes fun of
the monument, they would tell them the same story the man had
once told them.

TERTIARY
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of cooking meat, and the smell of freshly-baked bread was soothing
to his ears. He could barely process the colours that rush by him as
he ran… and tripped, as he stepped on a woman’s intricate saree.
‘Hey! Watch where you are going, boy!’ came the heavily accented
voice in reproach. But the boy did not respond, as he was tumbling
headlong into a vendor’s stall.
‘Next, you must fry some fish, dry enough so it will not decay so
soon, ’Muhazim’s mother slid the fish into the heated oil. ‘Why?’
Muhazim was puzzled. ‘Why not chicken?’ He loved chicken. His
mother laughed, but not unkindly. ‘Because we live by the sea.’

COMFORT FOOD
LIM SIEW FERN
TUNKU ABDUL RAHMAN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

CRASH! And a bewildering scene came to view. For the few lucky
passers-by, they managed to witness an assortment of dried
seafood soar in the air as they gained fiight. The boy, Muhazim,
scrambled to his feet and shouted an apology as he hastily escaped
the angry vendor. Taking complicated twists and turns through the
ramshackle buildings, the poor man could not possibly keep up,
and so with a pat to his abundant belly and a few hu_s, he made
his way back to his stall by the roadside. Muhazim grinned
triumphantly as he slowed to a walk near an abandoned herb
garden. ‘Well, that was convenient,’ said the little rascal, fingering
the dried fish in his satchel: ikan bilis.
‘If fish is too expensive, you can try to get ikan bilis, a popular
alternative. Want to try one?’ Muhazim looked at the tiny fish in
wonder, and popped it into his mouth.

The sun was sinking inexorably past the horizon in a brilliant
configuration of reds and yellows. There was a comforting breeze
that _flattened the grass on the hill, as a hand would a child’s head.
Everything looked so small from the top, and the world felt
impossibly vast. The unfamiliar landscape of hills rolled like
undulating waves towards the skyline. Muhazim closed his ochre
eyes, suddenly feeling so very tired. He had come so far, but it
looked like he had gone nowhere at all. The wind snatched the sigh
from his mouth as the sun’s fading warmth touched his features.
His right hand found the satchel that hung over his shoulder. Within
was treasure so precious he had travelled half the world to find his homeland’s specialty.

Instantly, his face scrunched up. ‘EWW! It’s too salty!’ His mother
chuckled fondly, hand ruffling his hair. ‘Cured with salt, it can be
preserved for months until consumption,’ she explained as she
made to exit the back door. In her herb garden, she expertly
harvested from several types of plants.

In a moment a lifetime away, Muhazim remembered his mother
lifting the lid of a wok, freeing a gentle puff of hot, aromatic steam,
carrying with it the subtle smell of pandan leaves. ‘The most
important ingredient of all, Muhazim,’her warm voice proclaimed, ‘It
is something no Malaysian could live without.’ Rice.

‘Mom, what are those for?’ Muhazim had then asked. He was
sweaty from watching his mother tend to her herbs outside, but his
curiosity was insatiable. ‘Why, for the sambal! Personally, I believe
this is the identity of Malaysia. With uncommon access to herbs and
spices, we concocted a recipe that no other region can compete
with,’ and his mother’s face glowed as she spoke this…

The sights and sounds of the marketplace filled Muhazim’s ears,
an orchestra he knew so well. The dozens of voices chatting,
haggling, selling their wares, the scent of the mouth-watering sizzle

At last, he was here. The pivotal moment in time, right before an
enormous, irreversible decision was made. Muhazim’s hair was

Muhazim knelt on the ground, examining the plants. Curry leaves,
he thought, brandishing his dagger. He took a couple of branches
from the plant. There, kalamansi lime and chillies, he thought as he
carefully plucked the fruits. Lastly, he collected a handful of
cardamom seeds. He gave a twisted smile as he recalled a
bittersweet memory…

newly shorn, and his dagger hung from his waist. Over his shoulder
he wore a satchel, bulging but light, carrying pouches of dried herbs
and spices, and a jar with an ingenious combination of both. He
was ready. The provisions for the journey ahead lay untouched on
his boat by the sea. The wind tore at its sail, beckoning him. And
yet, his heart was heavy. If he left, he was leaving his past, his
identity behind, no?
‘Finally, procure some banana leaves, and remember to garnish
the Nasi Lemak with nuts and cucumber!’ If Muhazim focused hard
enough, he could almost hear the pitter-patter of the nuts falling
onto the banana leaf wrap. His mother had folded the banana leaf
into a cone, then sprinkled the nuts in. Next, she poured homemade, deliciously-red sambal in, then filled it with slices of hardboiled eggs, fish, cucumber and a generous amount of rice.
No, Muhazim thought, I may leave my past behind, but my
memories will linger vividly, shielding his eyes from the rising sun.
And my memories make me who I am. I shall remember the rice,
the herbs and spices I need, to make my favourite Nasi Lemak,
as they represent who I am: A Malaysian.
…And so many moons after, sitting in the living hall with a foreigner,
he concluded his story thus: ‘There was nothing left for me at home,
save the painful remnants of a life I cannot regain. To stay, was to
choose to be enslaved.’ ‘You mean to forget your past?’ ‘I will
honour my heritage,’ Muhazim smiled over his cup of tea, taking a
sip. ‘Say, have you tried Nasi Lemak before?’ ‘Ah, unfortunately
not…’ Arthur’s eyes widened as Muhazim presented an exoticsmelling packet. ‘Try this then, and tell me what you think, please?’
Perhaps I could consider selling these…so people might know the
pride of Malaysia, thought Muhazim happily as his new friend
gobbled up the Asian delicacy.
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